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I. INTRODUCTION
Urban agriculture' takes many forms, including individual gardens on
privately owned land, neighborhood gardens, community gardens, and
* The landscape of urban agriculture is rapidly changing. During the time this article
was written, several of the cities featured passed new ordinances that amended existing
codes to accommodate urban agricultural activities. Every attempt was made to ensure
that the ordinances, policies, and programs discussed in this article were current at the
time of publication. However, ordinances that would amend some of the codes
discussed were proposed as this article went to press, and it is likely that the landscape
will continue to change as urban agriculture continues to flourishand command
attention. This article was originally written for the National Agricultural Law Center.
** Kathryn A. Peters received her J.D. from the University of Oregon. While earning
her J.D., she researched sustainability plans of major U.S. cities, including Portland,
Ore. and Seattle, Wash. During this time, her interest in urban agriculture and food
systems grew. She subsequently pursued a graduate degree in food and agricultural law
at the University of Arkansas. Ms. Peters expects to receive her LL.M. from the
University of Arkansas in the spring of 2012, upon completing her master's thesis,
which examines policies and legal issues pertaining to urban beekeeping. Ms. Peters
currently resides in West Virginia where she manages the agriculture and food policy
program for an environmental consulting firm.
1. Urban agriculture has been defined as: "an industry that produces, processes,
and markets food, fuel, and other outputs, largely in response to the daily demand of
consumers within a town, city, or metropolis, on many types of privately and publicly
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gardens located on church and school grounds, housing developments, and
other publicly owned property. The most essential factors for successful
urban agriculture efforts include land acquisition, zoning ordinances,
access to affordable water,2 infrastructure, and support services such as
education and outreach. Cities across the United States have formed task
forces with the mission of making their cities more sustainable or
strengthening the local food supply system; urban agriculture is
instrumental in both of these missions. Major cities across the United
States are recognizing the important role urban agriculture and local food
play in creating a healthy and vital community, including the City of
Seattle, which declared 2010 to be the Year of Urban Agriculture,3 and the
City of Cleveland, which has declared 2012 the Year of Local Food.4
Securing suitable land is the crucial first step in establishing urban
agriculture projects. Most urban gardens are designed to be sustainable and
organic, due to their proximity to residences. The process of converting
land that has been used for non-agricultural purposes to fertile, productive
soil can take several years. Therefore, it is critical that land being
converted to urban agricultural use will be devoted to such use for a period
of time sufficient for urban gardeners to see the fruits of their labor.5 Land
held land and water bodies found throughout intra-urban and peri-urban areas.
Typically urban agriculture applies intensive production methods, frequently using and
reusing natural resources and urban wastes, to yield a diverse array of land-, water-,
and air-based fauna and flora, contributing to the food security, health, livelihood, and
environment of the individual, household, and community." JAC SMIT ET AL, U.N. DEV.
PROGRAMME, URBAN AGRICULTURE: FOOD, JOBS AND SUSTAINABLE CITIES 1 (2d rev.
2001).
2. See Erin Petersen, Urban Gardens Lead the Way for Water Policy in Milwaukee,
THIRDCOAST DIGEST (Apr. 15, 2011), http://thirdcoastdigest.com/2011/04/urban-
gardens-lead-the-way-for-water-policy-in-milwaukee/.
3. Food, SEATTLE.GOV: OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENT,
www.seattle.gov/environment/food.htm (last visited Jan. 7, 2012). The intention of
Seattle's "2010: The Year of Urban Agriculture" campaign was to "promote urban
agriculture efforts and increase community access to locally grown food" by amending
the City's code to remove barriers to urban agriculture. Id. In August 2010, the City
passed an ordinance expanding permitted agricultural uses within the City. See infra
notes 242-266 and accompanying text (for a more detailed discussion).
4. Celebration Points, CITY OF CLEVELAND, http://portal.cleveland-oh.gov/
CityofCleveland/Home/Community/ThingsToDo/AlSummit/AnnualFocus (last visited
Oct. 11, 2011). As part of the City's Sustainable Cleveland 2019 campaign, the City
has identified nine "key areas fundamental to a sustainable economy." Id. Local Foods
will be the focus of the campaign in 2012, with five working groups established to
promote fresh food in school, local foods, long-term agriculture, sustainable micro-
enterprise, and year-round local food. Id.
5. See Dorothy A. Borrelli, Note, Filly the Void: Applying a Place-Based Ethic to
Community Gardens, 9 VT. J. ENVTL. L. 271, 279-80 (2008).
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trusts and long-term leases 6 are ways in which this can be accomplished.
Local zoning ordinances that establish urban agriculture as an allowed use
of urban land also foster urban agriculture. Funding for the establishment
and maintenance of urban agriculture projects is also critical.7 The City of
Seattle, through a recent two million dollar levy8 and its Neighborhood
Matching Fund Program,9 provides an example of a city committing
resources to the development of urban agriculture within the City.
While challenges exist, urban agriculture can provide many benefits
to cities and their residents. For example, urban agriculture can revitalize
depressed urban areas through neighborhood beautification, which in turn
can increase property values and halt urban flight. Further, conversion of
vacant lots in urban areas to agricultural use can reduce costs incurred by
cities for law enforcement (vacant lots are often places where criminal
activity occurs) and maintenance (vacant lots need to be mowed;' 0 they
6. The City of Seattle's P-Patch Community Garden Program works with residents
who wish to convert vacant or underused privately owned land to community garden
use and "will try to negotiate a lease of at least 5 years," or, if purchase of the land is
the only option, will "work with community groups to apply for sources of money,
such as private foundations, or public money available for open space." P-Patch
Community Gardens, SEATTLE.GOV: DEP'T OF NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.
gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/start.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).
7. According to the Portland Parks & Recreation Department, "[o]n average, a new
garden can require $50,000 for successful development." PORTLAND PARKS AND
RECREATION, COMMUNITY GARDENS TOOLKIT, available at http://www.portlandonline.
com/parks/index.cfm?c=52699&a=282909.
8. In 2008, Seattle voters approved the Parks and Green Spaces Levy, "that
included $2 million in funding for new community garden projects." Parks and Green
Spaces Levy, SEATTLE.GOV: DEP'T OF NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.gov/
neighborhoods/ppatch/levy.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2011). The City of Milwaukee
also recently voted to provide funding to expand urban agriculture. The City plans to
contribute $425,000 to an "an ambitious urban agriculture program that could create
150 jobs for low-income central-city residents;" the program was proposed by Growing
Power, a Milwaukee-based nonprofit organization, which has promised to raise funds
to match the City's contribution at least dollar for dollar. Larry Sandler, Urban
Farming Program Gets Aid, JS ONLINE (Mar. 4,2011), http://www.jsonline.com/news/
milwaukee/Il 7447908.html.
9. In Seattle, residents can form groups to establish community gardens; after
acquiring a site, the group can apply to the Department of Neighborhoods for a
Neighborhood Matching Grant to provide funds to match the group's own labor. P-
Patch Community Gardens, supra note 6. Most sites require major improvements to
clear debris, improve the soil, install water source and build fences, compost bins and
tool sheds. Id.
10. The City of Cleveland spends $3.3 million annually to mow vacant lots.
Michael Tortorello, Finding the Potential in Vacant Lots, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 3, 2011,
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/04/garden/finding-the-potential-in-vacant-lots-in-
the-garden.html? r-4&pagewanted=1.
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may also be vandalized, used for illegal dumping, and infested with rats
and other pests). Urban agriculture can provide job training for
marginalized segments of the population, including farming and marketing
skills. Similarly, urban farm stands provide residents with income
generating opportunities. Urban agriculture also addresses the growing
problem of food deserts and lack of affordable, fresh, healthy food for low-
income urban residents." These are just a few of the many benefits urban
agriculture can provide. Despite the many benefits of urban agriculture,
some urban residents are concerned about potential nuisance issues raised
by large-scale gardening and the keeping of animals in urban areas;
sanitation issues related to composting; and traffic and parking issues that
may result from the establishment of community gardens and neighborhood
farm stands. As cities work to promote urban agriculture, it is imperative
that they do so in a way that addresses these potential concerns.
This article provides an outline of many of the issues related to urban
agriculture, focusing on land use and zoning policies, and an overview of
what select cities, including Seattle, Washington; Portland, Oregon; Los
Angeles, California; Denver, Colorado; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Chicago,
Illinois; Cleveland, Ohio; and Baltimore, Maryland, are doing to promote
urban agriculture.
II. LAND ACQUISITION ISSUES
In neighborhoods where lot areas are of sufficient size to
accommodate urban agriculture activities, land acquisition is not a
significant issue; however, residents in such neighborhoods may still wish
to convert unused vacant space into urban gardens to improve the
neighborhood and create a sense of community. In densely populated
urban areas, access to land for food production is a much more significant
issue. In either case, the policies of local governments and the efforts of
nonprofit organizations and community groups all contribute to the
establishment and maintenance of urban agriculture projects. Efforts to
secure land through use of public lands, land trusts, and long-term leasing
are discussed below; however, several creative land-acquisition techniques
merit brief mention here. In the City of Seattle, residents may use planting
strips for food production; certain restrictions apply and a free Street Use
permit is required in some circumstances.' 2  Redevelopment of
11. See Why is Urban Agriculture Important?, RUAF FOUNDATION,
http://www.ruaf.org/node/513 (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).
12. Growing Food in Planting Strips, SEATTLE.GOv: SEATTLE PUBLIC UTILITIES,
http://www.seattle.gov/util/Services/Yard/Natural Lawn & Garden Care/GrowingFo
odintheCity/PlantingStrips/index.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2011). "Many Seattle
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brownfields" into sites for community gardens and farmers' markets
provides another opportunity to transform unused land to agricultural use.14
Rooftops are also a popular spot for gardening where land is in short
supply; such gardens have become part of the restaurant-industry trend of
featuring locally-grown food." Vertical farming" utilizes buildings for
agriculture, "producing food in large, multi-story, urban buildings" while
"minimiz[ing] water use and waste output" through the use of aquaponic
farm techniques.17 Private land sharing for gardening is facilitated through
organizations such as Portland's Yardsharing.org'" and Urban Garden
Share, an innovative Seattle-based organization that hosts several websites
dedicated to "pair[ing] together eager gardeners with eager gardens" by
"[m]atching homeowners (with garden space) to gardeners (with
experience)."' 9 Homeowners and gardeners can create profiles and browse
residents are beautifying their streets by planting flowers, shrubs, and trees in the
planting (or "parking") strip in front of their property, between the sidewalk and street.
The Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) encourages this, but requires a free
permit for raised beds (or any structure) and tree planting, to insure that sightlines and
public safety are considered. Growing food is another option in the planting strip:
vegetables or berries - SDOT prohibits fruit trees because of the slipping hazard for
pedestrians from fallen fruit." Id.
13. "Brownfields are properties that are vacant or abandoned due to concerns about
real or perceived contamination on the property." EPA, How DOES YOUR GARDEN
GROW? BROWNFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT AND LOCAL AGRICULTURE (2010), available at
http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/success/local ag.pdf.
14. Id.
15. See Rooftop Gardens: Urban Restaurants Are Raising The Roof (Literally) To
Put Garden-Fresh Eats On Your Plate, METROMIX CHICAGO (July 11, 2009),
http://chicago.metromix.com/restaurants/article/rooftop-gardens/1243828/content.
16. "Vertical farming uses many of the same techniques found in modern
greenhouses, but stacks them one on top of the other in order to create vertical farmland
that uses much less space than traditional fields. One indoor acre is equivalent to 4-6
outdoor acres or more, depending upon the crop." Michael Murray, Conversation:
Vertical Farms to Solve Future Food Crisis, ABC WORLD NEWS (Apr. 27, 2011),
http://abcnews.go.com/US/vertical-farming-solution-growing-global-food-
insecurity/story?id= 13463122.
17. Sarah Severson, After Success with Industrial Space, Designer Plans Urban
Farm, GAZETTE CHICAGO (Sept. 3, 2011), http://www.gazettechicago.com/index/
2010/09/after-success-with-industrial-space-designer-plans-urban-farm/. Conversion
of a former meat packing plant into a vertical farm is underway in Chicago's historic
Stockyards Area, developing the building into a "test site using aquaponic farm
techniques throughout its four stories." Id.
18. PORTLAND'S YARDSHARING, http://www.yardsharing.org/ (last visited Oct. 11,
2011).
19. URBAN GARDEN SHARE, http://www.urbangardenshare.org/ (last visited Oct. 11,
2011).
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listings on the websites to successfully pair together. Urban Garden Share
currently serves eight areas throughout the United States.20
A. Publicly Operated Community Gardens
Many cities run community garden programs, providing residents
low-cost access to garden plots on publicly owned land including city
parks. Such programs are often run by the city's community development
department or parks and recreation department or may be managed through
a University Extension Service. Community gardens may also be run by
nonprofit organizations through land trusts (see subsection B below).
Community garden plots are most often leased to residents for a low annual
rental fee, based on availability; many community gardens have waiting
lists for available plots. In addition to the garden plots, community garden
programs may also provide water, tools, garden inputs such as seeds and
compost, and education and training.
The City of Baltimore's Recreation and Parks Department has been
home to the City Farms program since 1978.21 Baltimore currently has
seven City Farms, located in seven different city parks, with a total of 640
garden plots available to Baltimore residents.2 2 Each plot offers
approximately 150 square feet of gardening space; the annual rental fee is
twenty dollars.23 City Farms participants may grow vegetables, herbs, and
flowers and "are responsible for the tilling, planting and seasonal
maintenance of their plots as well as the common areas." 2 4 In addition to
garden plots, City Farms provide participants with water, hoses, wood
chips, and leaf compost. 25
The City of Portland also runs its Community Gardens program
through the City's Parks and Recreation Department.26 In operation since
1975, Portland's Community Garden program currently has thirty-five
gardens located throughout the City. Plot sizes and annual fees vary from
20. Urban Garden Share currently serves Seattle, Washington; Whatcom County,
Washington; Bellingham, Washington; Louisville, Kentucky; Atlanta, Georgia; Boise,
Idaho; Santa Cruz, California, and Sonoma County, California. Id.
21. City Farms, CITY OF BALTIMORE, http://www.baltimorecity.gov/Government/





26. Community Garden Program, PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION,
http://www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=39846 (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).
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year to year. 27 Despite its large number of community gardens, the
program has over 1,000 people on its waiting list; some Portland residents
"have been waiting for over 8 years for a garden plot in high-demand
areas." 28 In response to this shortage, the City is "working with partners to
reach [its] Climate Action goal of 1,000 new garden plots by 2012. ,29
addition to establishing and operating the City's Community Gardens,
Portland's Parks and Recreation Department also hosts programs,
workshops, and events, including children's and teens' gardening
programs; vegetable gardening, composting, and fruit tree workshops;
work parties; seed and plant exchanges; a community garden tour; and
various celebrations.3 0 It also provides information about the "numerous
resources in Portland that can help [residents] grow food by connecting
with other gardeners or usable yard space."3' Working alongside the City's
Parks and Recreation Department is Friends of Portland Community
Gardens, a nonprofit organization established in 1985 "to provide support
to the Portland Parks and Recreation Community Gardens program on an
on-going basis." 32 Friends of Portland Community Gardens "is dedicated
to the improvement, advocacy and expansion of local community
gardening through fundraising activities, securing land [for gardens], and
organizing educational events and activities." 33
27. Community Garden Plot Request Form, PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION,
http://www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=52116.
28. Frequently Asked Questions, PORTLAND COMMUNITY GARDENS INITIATIVE
(2011), http://www.portlandonline.com/fish/index.cfm?c=50862&a=357075.
29. 1,000 Gardens, NICK FISH, COMMISSIONER, CITY OF PORTLAND,
http://www.portlandonline.com/fish/index.cfm?c=53380 (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).
30. See PORTLAND PARKS AND RECREATION, COMMUNITY GARDENS TOOLKIT,
available at http://www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c-52699&a=282909.
3 1. Id.
32. About Us, FRIENDS OF PORTLAND COMMUNITY GARDENS,
http://friendspdxgardens.org/facts.htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).
33. Funders & Partners, FRIENDS OF PORTLAND COMMUNITY GARDENS,
http://depave.org/about/funders-partners/ (last visited Jan. 3, 2011).
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B. Land Trusts3 4
The City of Seattle's P-Patch Community Gardening Program
provides an example of a program operated jointly by the City, a nonprofit
land trust, and volunteers.35 The P-Patch Program is primarily run through
the Seattle Department of Neighborhoods; its "[s]taff partner with
volunteers, the P-Patch Trust, 36 Seattle Housing Authority, and other
agencies to support, develop and manage community gardening in
Seattle." As of this writing, the P-Patch Community Gardening Program,
along with the P-Patch Trust, "oversees 75 P-Patches distributed
throughout the city, equaling approximately 23 acres, serving 4,400
34. "Land trusts are local, regional, statewide or national organizations that are
established to protect land and its resources. They may also be referred to as
conservancies, foundations, or associations. Their main purpose is to protect land that
has natural, recreational, scenic, historic, or productive value." Peggy Schear &
Thomas W. Blaine, Fact Sheet: Land Trusts, The OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
http://ohioline.osu.edu/cd-fact/1262.html (last visited Jan. 7, 2012). Land trusts
"initiate, implement, and monitor land protection devices for individual pieces of
property or for larger land areas, depending on the trust's specific goals.... Land
trusts often are formed to protect particular land related resources: forests, farmland,
open space, wetlands, or historic districts." Id Land trusts may protect land in various
ways, including, but not limited to, conservation easements, direct acquisition of land
through purchase or donation, and life estate plans. Id
35. See P-Patch community gardens - Growing Communities, SEATTLE.GOV: DEPT.
OF NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/ (last visited Oct.
12, 2011).
36. The P-Patch Trust, a nonprofit volunteer organization founded in 1979, "works
to acquire, build, preserve and protect community gardens in Seattle's neighborhoods."
P-PATCH TRUST, http://www.ppatchtrust.org/about/ (last visited Oct. 12, 2011). P-
Patch Trust targets its efforts on garden acquisition and development (the Trust is
chartered to "operate as a nature conservancy by acquiring, owning, conserving, and
preserving urban open spaces to be utilized as public community gardens") and also on
program support and advocacy (including "advocating organic principles, ensuring
access to low income gardeners, encouraging produce donations to food banks, and
preserving gardens through purchase"). Id. The Trust has a Building Gardens
Committee and a Growing Communities Committee, publishes a quarterly newsletter
(featuring "seasonal gardening tips, recipes, stories on inspirational gardeners, the
Trust's Board Presidents editorial and much much more"), provides funds for the
purchase of tools required to make the gardens function, hosts regular meetings for
garden leaders, incubates new programs, and "supports low-income gardeners through
a program that covers the cost of garden fees." P-PATCH TRUST,
http://www.ppatchtrust.org/projects/, (last visited Oct. 12, 2011).
37. P-Patch Community Gardening Program, SEATTLE.GOv: DEPT. OF
NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/gardening.htm (last
visited Oct. 12, 2011).
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gardeners." 3 8 The gardens "are located on municipal, county, state, and
other private & public lands."
Due to the growing demand for community gardening space in recent
years, the P-Patch Program's wait lists have increased; in an effort to
provide space to more residents, the P-Patch Program has established a
maximum square foot limit for plots and is also building new gardens with
community garden levy funds40 and experimenting with alternative models
of community gardening, including "large tracts for food growth, collective
gardens that do not have individual garden plots, and giving gardens.'Al
Plot sizes vary from garden to garden (ranging from 40 to 2,500
square feet), "based on the overall garden size, the wait list length, the
population density of neighborhoods, and other programmatic goals."42
For 2011, the annual participant fees include a twenty-five dollar
application fee and a twelve dollar rental fee for each 100 square feet
gardened; a ten dollar alternative annual fee applies for accessible raised
beds and collective gardens.43 For residents who cannot afford to pay, plot
fee assistance is available." Gardeners are required to follow the Rules for
P-Patch Participants,45 must provide "seeds, soil, tools, and labor" and
contribute eight hours of community work per year in the collective areas
of the garden.46  In addition to the use of land for gardening, P-Patch
provides participants with "[o]rganic fertilizer or cover crop, water, use of
38. P-Patch community gardens -Growing Communities, supra note 35.
39. P-PATCH TRUST, http://www.ppatchtrust.org/p-patches/ (last visited Oct. 12,
2011). "The P-Patch Program maintains ongoing agreements with land-owners and
agencies but often land that P-Patches are on are not permanent." Id. Gardens are
located on property owned by the Seattle Department of Neighborhoods, the P-Patch
Trust (privately owned), Seattle Parks and Recreation, Seattle Department of
Transportation, Seattle City Light, Seattle Fleets and Facilities, Seattle Housing
Authority, King County Metro, and private parties. P-Patch Community Gardening
Program: Fact Sheet, SEATTLE DEPT. OF NEIGHBORHOODS (2010), available at
http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/documents/FactSheetnewcombined
version2012.pdf.
40. The community garden levy funds come from Seattle's 2008 Parks and Green
Space Levy. See supra note 8.
41. See P-Patch community gardens -Growing Communities, supra note 35.
42. P-Patch Community Gardening Program, SEATTLE.GOv: DEPT. OF
NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/gardening.htm (last
visited Oct. 12, 2011).
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. P-Patch Community Gardening Program: Rules for Participants, SEATTLE.GOV:
DEPT. OF NEIGHBORHOODS, http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/ppatch/documents/
StandardP-PatchRules.pdf.
46. P-Patch Community Gardening Program, supra note 42.
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hoses, tools at most sites; [o]rganic gardening educational opportunities;" a
quarterly newsletter (published by the P-Patch Trust); and access to the P-
Patch Listserv. 7 Gardeners may grow small fruits, vegetables, flowers,
and herbs of their choice, but must "[g]arden organically (NO synthetic
chemicals including; pesticides, insecticides, herbicides, weed-killers, and
fertilizers)." 4 8 Gardeners are required to maintain their gardens year-round,
including providing for weed suppression and protection from rains in the
winter.49 P-Patch gardens are gathering spaces for the community and are
open to the general public, not merely P-Patch participants, to enjoy,
gather, and visit.50 P-Patch further fosters community building through its
"giving garden" program, which facilitates donations of fresh food to local
food banks; gardeners are encouraged to plant an extra row for donation
and many P-Patch gardens have "'food bank plots' that are communally or
individually gardened specifically to grow food for donation.",5  In
addition to its community gardening programs, P-Patch also runs several
programs directed towards low-income, immigrant, and youth populations,




Residents of the City of Milwaukee have several options for
community gardening. The City of Milwaukee promotes urban agriculture
by leasing publicly owned land or granting "seasonal garden permits" to
Milwaukee Urban Gardens, a nonprofit land trust established in 2000. 5
As a land trust, Milwaukee Urban Gardens "buy[s] land, lease[s] land, or
acquire[s] easements in order to secure land for gardens and community-
managed open space." 54 Milwaukee Urban Gardens operates five gardens
on land it owns, eight gardens on land leased from the City of Milwaukee
under three-year leases, and several others under "seasonal garden
permits."55 Residents interested in community gardening can work with
Milwaukee Urban Gardens to obtain a "seasonal garden permit" to "garden




50. See P-Patch community gardens - Growing Communities, supra note 35.
51. P-Patch Community Gardening Program, supra note 42.
52. P-Patch community gardens - Growing Communities, supra note 35.
53. See About, MILWAUKEE URBAN GARDENS, http://milwaukeeurbangardens.org/
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property."s6 Residents can also work with Milwaukee Urban Gardens to
obtain a lease for gardening on private property or apply to rent a garden
plot in an established community garden. Milwaukee Urban Gardens
provides additional services to gardeners, including administrative and
51organizational assistance, technical assistance and resource
development,5 9 community collaboration, 60 and education.6' Additionally, it
sponsors events and celebrations in the gardens.62 Milwaukee residents can
also lease garden plots from the Milwaukee County Cooperative Extension
Urban Agriculture Program.63 The Program offers tilled and staked annual
plot rentals, available for the summer season, and a limited number of
"year 'round" plot rentals, intended to allow gardeners to grow perennial
vegetable crops as well as early and late season vegetables; gardeners of
"year 'round" plots are responsible for their own tilling and maintenance.
56. Latest News, Milwaukee Environmental Consortium, (Apr. 8, 2011),
http://www.milwaukeeenvironmentalconsortium.org/news/718. "Th[e] permit will
guarantee that [the gardener] can harvest what (he or she] plant[s]. The permit is good
from about April 1 (or whenever [the] permit [is obtained]) through the end of
October." Id. Milwaukee Urban Gardens is the holder of the permit and will help
gardeners garden and provide insurance to cover gardeners. Id.
57. Id.
58. "MUG provides administrative and organizational support such as acquiring and
holding property, responsibility for paying the property taxes, liability insurance, and
acting as a fiscal agent for new groups." What We Do, Milwaukee Urban Gardens,
http://milwaukeeurbangardens.org/?page id=24 (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
59. "MUG provides technical assistance for groups which may include securing on
site water for the garden, and connecting groups with resources to help sustain and
improve their community garden. MUG provides gardeners with group discounts and
in-kind donations of plants and seeds." Id.
60. Community collaboration activities include a Community Garden Collective
that provides "a space for discussion, resource sharing and learning. There are at least
two events per year, including the Spring Seed Swap and the Fall Community Garden
Tour." Id. Another is the Meet Me in the Garden Calendar, "a central location for
agricultural events and happenings around Milwaukee" including education workshops
about gardening. What We Do, supra note 58.
61. Milwaukee Urban Gardens conducts a backyard gardening course, Grow Your
Own Groceries, which "provides a detailed overview of organic gardening practices
and prepares participants for the challenges and rewards of starting a home garden.
Topics include: planning and crop rotation, healthy soil and composting, insect and
disease control, and much more!" Id.
62. Id.
63. See Urban Agriculture, MILWAUKEE COUNTY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
EXTENSION, COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, http://milwaukee.uwex.edu/agriculture/ (last
visited Oct. 20, 2011).
64. See Garden Rental, MILWAUKEE COUNTY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
EXTENSION, COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, http://milwaukee.uwex.edu/agriculture/garden-
rental/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
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The Program leases plots of various sizes, ranging from 400 to 900 square
feet; "[r]ental fees range from $23 for 400 square feet plots to $46 for 900
square feet plots." 6 5 In addition to renting gardens, the Milwaukee County
Cooperative Extension Urban Agriculture Program offers a Certified
Beekeeper program,66 an organic MircoFarm training program,67 an
Accessible Gardening program68 and runs its project FEEDs. 69
In the City of Denver, community gardens are operated
collaboratively by the City of Denver and Denver Urban Gardens, a
nonprofit organization established in 1985.70 The City provides a share of
the funding for Denver Urban Gardens' community garden operations7
and city and county agencies frequently partner with Denver Urban
Gardens "in garden lease agreements, program development, and
neighborhood improvement." 7 2  "Denver Urban Gardens has assisted
neighborhoods and community groups in establishing more than 100
community gardens across the Denver metro area."73  The gardens are
65. Id.
66. See Urban Agriculture, supra note 63.
67. "The Shoots n' Roots Urban MicroFarm Training program teaches small scale
vegetable growing .... Participants learn organic methods to increase their food
production on a small scale to supplement their family's food budget or to begin
farming businesses." Id.
68. Through the Accessible Gardening program, "Extension Urban Agriculture
staff have been teaching gardeners with physical and developmental limitations the joy
and techniques of gardening. We train clients and caregivers at our innovative
accessible demonstration garden and adjacent greenhouse." Id.
69. FEEDs (Food, Ecosystem, and Educational Demonstration sites) builds
connections among gardeners to strengthen the community gardening movement. Id.
"Extension staff conduct workshops to help people create and sustain community
gardens. [They] enhance communication among gardeners through a website and
email list-serve." Id.
70. Mission and History, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/mission-and-
history/ (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
7 1. "[DUG] currently receive[s] funding through a competitive grant program
offered by the Denver Office of Economic Development for [its] community garden
operations in the City and County of Denver." Frequently Asked Questions: What is
your relationship with city government?, DENVER URBAN GARDENS,
http://dug.org/faq/about-denver-urban-gardens/what-is-your-relationship-with-city-
government.html (last visited Oct. 20, 2011). DUG also receives grants from other
government agencies and private and corporate foundations as well as donations from
community members. Frequently Asked Questions: How are you funded?, DENVER
URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/faq/about-denver-urban-gardens/how-are-you-
funded.html (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
72. Frequently Asked Questions, What is your relationship with city government?,
supra note 71.
73. Frequently Asked Questions: Where are your gardens located, and who owns
the land?, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/faq/gardening-in-a-denver-urban-
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located primarily on land leased through long-term leases from local
governments, schools, or other organizations; a small percentage of its
gardens are located on land owned by Denver Urban Gardens. Denver
Urban Gardens leases garden plots of various sizes, generally
approximately 150 square feet;75 plot fees also vary, averaging thirty-five
dollars, and are used to "cover the cost of water and other annual expenses
such as compost."7 6 Denver Urban Gardens provides assistance to low-
income gardeners through plot fee waivers and its "Free Seeds and
Transplants program" for low- to moderate-income residents.7 7 Denver
Urban Gardens also works with residents who wish to establish and
maintain community gardens, by providing "on-going technical expertise
with: 1. Securing sustainable land for gardens; 2. Designing and building
gardens; 3. Supporting garden organization, leadership, outreach and
maintenance; 4. Utilizing gardens as extraordinary places for learning and
healthy living; and 5. Linking gardens with related local food system
projects and policy."7 8  Denver Urban Gardens also offers education
opportunities through its school garden education and mentoring programs,
free public composting classes, on-site training workshops at its
community gardens, master community gardener training program, and
master composter program. 79  Denver Urban Gardens also provides an
extensive collection of resources for gardeners on its website, including
information on organic gardening; organic pest and weed control; crop
rotation, companion planting, when to plant; soil amendment, fertility, and
quality; extending the season, putting the garden to bed; water
conservation; harvesting, preserving foods, and saving seeds; composting;
beekeeping; and additional resources.80 Denver Urban Gardens hosts a
gardens-comm/where-are-your-gardens-located-and-who-owns-the-land.html (last
visited Oct. 24, 2011).
74. Id.
75. Frequently Asked Questions: How big are the individual garden plots?, DENVER
URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/faq/gardening-in-a-denver-urban-gardens-comm/how-
big-are-the-individual-garden-plots.html (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
76. Frequently Asked Questions, How much does it cost?, DENVER URBAN
GARDENS, http://dug.org/faq/gardening-in-a-denver-urban-gardens-comm/how-much-
does-it-cost.html (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
77. Id.
78. About Denver Urban Gardens, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.orglabout-
dug/ (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
79. Education, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/education/ (last visited
Oct. 24, 2011).
80. Community Resources, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/community-
resources/ (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
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series of events throughout the gardening season, including film screenings
and garden tours.81
As the demand for land for urban agriculture increases, cities are
looking at ways to utilize vacant, publicly owned land for agriculture. 82
The City of Baltimore is one city moving forward with a plan to put vacant
land into agricultural use. In March 2011, the Baltimore Department of
Planning and Department of Housing and Community Development issued
a Request for Qualifications ("RFQ") for Urban Agriculture in the City of
Baltimore.83 The purpose of the RFQ is to enable the agencies to "select a
pool of qualified applicants84 who will then be eligible to be offered leases
with the City of Baltimore for urban agriculture activities on certain
properties."85 The agencies intend to lease 86 to qualified applicants up to
thirty-five acres of city-owned vacant land over the next three years for the
purpose of urban farming ventures. Applicants awarded leases will be
responsible for securing their own funding; however, grants or loans from
the City may be available to support infrastructure costs." Land leased
81. Events and Workshops Calendar, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/
events-workshops/ (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
82. In addition to the Baltimore and Richmond programs discussed in this section,
in July 2011, the City of Boston's Mayor announced that the City had released its
Request for Proposals for its Pilot Urban Agriculture Project. See Press Release, City
of Boston, City Seeks Proposals for Pilot Urban Agriculture Project (July 11, 2011),
available at http://www.cityofboston.gov/news/Default.aspx?id=5188. "The Project
proposes to put three vacant, city-owned properties in Dorchester to productive use for
farming, with the goal of producing fresh, healthy food for sale in the community." Id.
83. Request for Qualifications for Urban Agriculture in the City of Baltimore Pre-
Submission Conference, BALTIMORE OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY (Apr. 8, 2011),
http://www.baltimoresustainability.org/media/newsDetail.aspx?id= 174.
84. "Qualified applicants can include not-for-profit organizations, for-profit
organizations or a partnership between any of these entities." BALTIMORE CITY DEP'T
OF PLANNING & DEP'T OF Hous. AND CMTY. DEv., REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS:
URBAN AGRICULTURE IN THE CITY OF BALTIMORE 2, available at
http://cleanergreener.highrockhosting2.com/uploads/files/Urban%20Agriculture%20RF
Q%203.25.11 .pdf [hereinafter Request for Qualifications]. In the RFQ, the agencies
stated the offering of vacant city-owned land for the purpose of urban agriculture is
"intended to 1) develop successful entrepreneurial urban farms throughout the City of
Baltimore, 2) ameliorate the problem of food deserts in Baltimore City neighborhoods,
3) transform vacant and unused land to achieve economic, social and environmental
benefits." Id
85. Id.
86. "Selected Respondents will have the opportunity to negotiate a 5-year Land
Leasing Agreement (LLA) with a potential 5-year extension (and at least a 2-year
notice to vacate) setting forth the terms and conditions of the lease and development of
the site." Id. at 12.
87. Id. at 2.
88. Request for Qualifications, supra note 84.
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through the program may be used for entrepreneurial, educational, or
charitable sustainable urban agriculture; animal husbandry, including
chickens and apiaries, will not be "permitted in at least the first year of
farm production."89
In March 2011, the City of Richmond, Virginia announced
unanimous approval of the Mayor's "proposed ordinance of offering City
property to non-profit organizations, civic associations, community groups,
and other eligible entities to be developed into community gardens." 90
Pursuant to the ordinance and the Richmond Grows Gardens Program, the
City of Richmond is offering city property for community gardens91 and
commercial gardens.92 Community gardens, available only to incorporated,
unincorporated, and government organizations, "require[ ] a permit
between the organization (Garden Group) and the City;" the permit entitles
the Garden Group to use city property for non-commercial agriculture
activities for no more than twelve-months from the date of issuance.93 The
permit fee is fifty dollars for the first year with an annual renewal fee of
twenty-five dollars;94 Garden Group Applicants must satisfy additional
requirements specified by the City in order to obtain a permit.95 The permit
is "revocable and terminable at will for any reason, upon due notice, by
89. Id.
90. Mayor's Community Garden Program Approved by City Council, CITY OF
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA (Mar. 29, 2011), http://richmondvaannouncements.blogspot.com/
2011/03/mayors-community-garden-program.html.
91. The City of Richmond "define[s] a community garden as: A portion of city
owned property used to grow fruits, vegetables, flowers, herbs, wood products, native
or ornamental plants for non-commercial purposes, i.e. where there is no exchange of
goods for monetary value." Community Gardens, CITY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA,
http://www.richmondgov.com/content/CommunityGarden/index.aspx (last visited Oct.
16, 2011). The City "offer[s] city property for community gardens to incorporated
organizations, unincorporated organizations and governmental organizations via an
online application process." Id. The City encouraged Garden Groups to "engage with
individual gardeners by creating their own policies to rent plots or otherwise let
individuals use their parcel." Id.
92. The City of Richmond "define[s] a commercial garden as: A portion of city
owned property leased from the City of Richmond and used by the lessee to grow
fruits, vegetables, flowers, herbs, wood products, native or ornamental plants to
exchange for monetary value off-site." Id. The City "offer[s] city property for
commercial gardens to eligible applicants who must negotiate a lease with the city's
Department of Economic and Community Development. The lease also requires
approval by City Council." Id.
93. Community Gardens, supra note 91.
94. Id.
95. See generally CITY OF RICHMOND, RICHMOND GROws GARDENS: RULES AND
GUIDELINES (Feb. 2,2011), available at http://www.richmondgov.com/content/
CommunityGarden/RulesAndGuidelines.aspx.
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either the City or the Garden Group." 96 Groups may divide a parcel into
plots and may charge approved gardeners a limited fee for the use of such
plots.97 Commercial Gardens require a negotiated lease (up to five years
with renewal periods) between the applicant and the City; the lessee may
use such leased city property for commercial agricultural activities,
provided all sales occur off-site.98 Animals and livestock are prohibited on
Community Gardens, but are "allowed on a Commercial Garden if
permitted under applicable City code provisions and the terms of the
lease."99 All participants in the Richmond Grows Gardens Program must
meet the requirements and comply with the City's rules and guidelines,
which are available on the City's Community Gardens website.'oo
Ill. CODE-RELATED ISSUES
Determining which agricultural activities are permitted within an
urban area can be a complex task; municipal ordinances, zoning and
building codes, animal control regulations, and health codes may all
contain provisions that apply to agricultural activities within an urban area.
Zoning applies to urban agriculture in a variety of ways.' 0 ' Under a city or
county zoning code, agricultural activity as a primary use may be permitted
by right or as a conditional use 0 2 or may be prohibited within particular
established zone districts of an urban area; cities may also establish urban
agriculture districts.103 Agricultural activities may also be permitted as an
accessory use.104 Zoning codes and ordinances may apply to the keeping of




100. CITY OF RICHMOND, supra note 95.
101. See Patricia E. Salkin, Trends in Urban Agriculture, ST020 ALL-ABA 621, 633
(2011).
102. An activity or use that is permitted by right is an activity or use that is allowed
without special approval by the zoning authority. See Permitted Uses, aka "Use by
Right, " EXTENSION http://www.extension.org/pages/26509/permitted-uses-aka-use-by-
right (last visited Oct. 16, 2011). Depending on the zoning code ordinance, a use that
is permitted by right may or may not require the issuance of a permit. See id. A
conditional use is an activity that is allowed within a zoning district, but only upon the
issuance of a conditional use (or special use) permit, which requires approval by the
zoning authority. See id.
103. The City of Cleveland recently established an Urban Garden District as part of
its Zoning Code; community gardens and market gardens are permitted by right in the
Urban Garden District. See infra notes 196-200 and accompanying text.
104. Accessory land uses are land uses or activities that are customarily conducted in
association with a principal and primary use, but which are incidental and subordinate
to the principal use. See JULIAN CONRAD JUERGENSMEYER & THOMAS E. ROBERTS,
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bees, chickens, and other livestock within the urban area; health codes and
animal regulations may also apply to the keeping of animals. In addition,
zoning will generally address whether structures incidental to agricultural
activities, such as storage sheds, market stands, greenhouses, and
hoophouses are permitted and provide specifications for such structures
when they are permitted. These and other code related issues are discussed
in detail below.
A. Zoning and Urban Agriculture
As discussed above, zoning applies to urban agriculture in a variety of
ways. City zoning codes that fail to include urban agriculture or urban
gardening as a permitted by right or conditional use can stymie urban
agriculture. Converting urban land to agricultural use requires sweat equity
and financial investment;' 0 5 uncertainty regarding the legality of urban
agriculture may deter such investments. In addition, zoning codes can
unintentionally create barriers to urban agriculture. For example, height
restrictions for vegetation on urban lots, tree planting and fencing
requirements, and similar landscaping regulations may impede urban
agriculture efforts.106 However, in response to Food Policy Task Force
findings,'0o Sustainability Plans, 08 and local organizations formed to
LAND USE PLANNING & DEv. REGULATION LAW 75-76 (2d ed. 2003). Accessory uses
may be permitted-by-right or require a conditional use permit; restrictions and
limitations on such uses may apply. See generally id.
105. Financial costs include land acquisition; soil testing and, when necessary,
remediation; gardening tools and equipment; and building materials for construction of
raised beds, fencing, composting bins, and garden sheds.
106. For example, residential zoning districts in the City of Seattle have tree planting
requirements; the planting of required trees may shade out prime food production areas.
See SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, §§ 23.44.008(1), 23.45.524(B)
(2010). In addition, cities may require fencing or similar barriers for urban agricultural
uses. See id. § 23.42.051(B)(3). Such requirements may be cost-prohibitive for urban
agriculture activities in low-income populations.
107. Increasing concern over urban food deserts has prompted an interest in urban
agriculture. For example, the City of Baltimore's Food Policy Task Force has
recommended that community gardens and urban farming be supported to increase
access to healthy food in the City. See Press Release, City of Baltimore, Baltimore
City Food Policy Task Force Makes Citywide Recommendations for a Healthier
Baltimore (May 11, 2010), available at http://www.baltimorecity.gov/Officeofthe
Mayor/NewsMedialtabidl66/ID/365/BaltimoreCityFood PolicyTaskForceMakes
Citywide Recommendations for a HealthierBaltimore.aspx.
108. The City of Chicago's Sustainable Development Division of the Department of
Zoning and Land Use Planning's long-term initiatives include "the promotion of urban
agriculture and other aspects of the local food system." What We Do: Sustainable
Development, CITY OF CHICAGO, http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/dcd/
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promote urban agriculture,109 cities around the United States have either
recently amended or are considering amending local zoning codes to foster
and promote urban agricultural activities. The cities surveyed for this
report illustrate the wide range of zoning policies concerning urban
agriculture.
The City of Portland contains a provision in its Zoning Code
authorizing the use of parks and open spaces for community gardens." 0 In
addition, under Portland's Zoning Code, agriculture use.. is permitted by
right in Portland's Open Space Zones,112 Employment and Industrial
Zones, 113 and low-density Single Dwelling Zones;"14 in Portland's medium-
density Single Dwelling Zones, agriculture is a conditional use." 5
Agriculture is also a conditional use in zones that are primarily commercial
in nature.'16 In January 2011, the City of Portland initiated the Urban Food
Zoning Code Update Project."'7 Pursuant to the project, the City plans to
"update its zoning code to promote traditional and emerging ways of
producing and distributing food" by addressing five topics: farmers
markets, community gardens, urban food production, community food
distribution points, and animals and bees." t
In the City of Detroit, small-scale urban agricultural use is becoming
increasingly common; however, "Detroit's zoning code currently does not
provdrs/sustain.html (last visited Oct. 16, 2011).
109. For example, the Milwaukee Urban Agriculture Network, a nonprofit
collaborative effort between Milwaukee individuals and organizations, is "focused on
advancing awareness of, and activities and policies that will promote, the many ways
that local production of food benefits a community." About MUAN, MILWAUKEE
URBAN AGRICULTURE NETWORK, http://www.mkeurbanag.org/Main/AboutMUAN (last
visited Oct. 23, 2011).
110. "Parks And Open Areas are uses of land focusing on natural areas, large areas
consisting mostly of vegetative landscaping or outdoor recreation, community gardens,
or public squares." PORTLAND, OR., PLANNING AND ZONING CODE tit. 33, § 33.920.460
(2010).
Ill. "Agriculture includes activities that raise, produce or keep plants or animals."
Id. § 33.920.500. However, "[p]rocessing of animal or plant products, including milk,
and feedlots," livestock auctions, and "[p]lant nurseries that are oriented to retail sales"
are not agriculture uses. Id.
112. See PORTLAND, OR., PLANNING AND ZONING CODE tit. 33, § 33.100.100 (2010).
113. See id. § 33.140.100.
114. See id. § 33.110.100.
115. See id.
116. See id § 33.120.100.
117. About the Urban Food Zoning Code Update Project, PORTLAND ONLINE:
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allow agriculture in any land use category."" 9 In response to the growing
interest in agricultural use of urban land, the City is reviewing its zoning
policy; the City Planning Commission has been working on an urban
agriculture draft policy, based upon recommendations made by the Urban
Agriculture Workgroup, to establish a vision and strategy as well as codes
and standards to promote urban agriculture in Detroit.120
However, the City Planning Commission's process has been
complicated by Michigan's Right to Farm Act. 21  The Act, created in
1981, aimed to protect rural farms from the effects of suburban sprawl by
"render[ing] commercial farms immune to nuisance lawsuits and exempt
from local zoning codes as long as they comply with standards set by the
Michigan Agricultural Commission."1 22 The Act was revised in 2000 to
expressly "preempt any local ordinance, regulation, or resolution that
purports to extend or revise in any manner the provisions of th[e] act or
generally accepted agricultural and management practices developed under
th[e] act."1 23  Under the Act, local governmental units may seek an
exemption, which would allow the local government to set different
standards; however, such an exemption may only be granted "if adverse
effects on the environment or public health will exist within the local unit
of government."124
While Michigan's Right to Farm Act protects rural farms, it also
threatens to prevent cities within the state from promoting urban
agriculture. The standards contained in the Act were intended to apply to
farms in rural areas and are not necessarily stringent enough to protect
urban residents from possible negative impacts of urban agriculture;1 25
unfortunately, the Act applies to all commercial farms, regardless of their
location. While the impacts of commercial urban farms on neighboring
residents may be significant, absent an adverse effect on the environment
119. Kami Pothukuchi, To Support Sustainable Urban Agriculture, Detroit Needs
Exemption From Michigan's Right To Farm Law, THE MICHIGAN CITIZEN (Sept. 18,
2011), http://michigancitizen.com/to-support-sustainable-urban-agriculture-detroit-
needs-exemption-from-mic-p9230-77.htm.
120. See Nancy Kaffer, Detroit Officials Work to Create Zoning Code for Urban
Farming, CRAIN's DETROIT BusINESS (Mar. 23, 2010), http://www.crainsdetroit.com/
article/20100323/FREE/100329977/#.
121. MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 286.471-286.474 (2011).
122. Kristin Choo, Plowing Over: Can Urban Farming Save Detroit and Other
Declining Cities? Will the Law Allow It?, ABAJOURNAL (Aug 1, 2011), available at
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/plowingover can urban-farmingsave
detroit and other declining_cities_will/.
123. MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 286.474(6) (2011).
124. Id. §286.474(7).
125. See Choo, supra note 122.
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or public health significant enough to warrant an exemption, the Act
precludes local governments and residents from taking any action to
mitigate adverse effects beyond those provided in the Act. In an attempt to
remedy the conflict, a House Bill was introduced to the Michigan
Legislature in September 2010 that would amend the Act to exempt a city
with a population of 900,000 or more;12 6 if enacted, Michigan's Right to
Farm Act will not apply to the City of Detroit. At this point, it remains to
be seen how the conflict between the Act and the City's future urban
agriculture policy will be resolved; for now, the City is promoting urban
agriculture by choosing to not enforce its Zoning Code.127
In September 2011, the Chicago City Council approved an ordinance
amending the City's Zoning Code to promote urban agriculture.128 Prior to
the passage of the ordinance, Chicago residents were permitted to use a
portion of their personal lots for gardening, but the sale of produce was not
permitted.129  Furthermore, only in limited circumstances were farms
located within the City permitted to sell their produce.13 0 "Community
gardens" were permitted by right in certain types of parks (mainly
community and neighborhood parks), but were not permitted in open
space/natural areas,131 nor were they expressly permitted in any other
zoning districts within the City, including Residential districts.
"Commercial greenhouses" were permitted by right in the Community
Shopping District' 32 as well as all Commercial" and some Manufacturing
Districts. 134 "Commercial Farm, Rooftop" was a permitted-by-right use in
126. H.D. 6458, 95th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Mich. 2010).
127. Choo, supra note 122.
128. See Press Release, The City of Chicago, Mayor Emanuel Commends City
Council Approval of Ordinances Supporting Affordable Housing, Improved Access to
Jobs and Urban Farms (Sept. 8, 2011), available at http://www.cityofchicago.org/
city/en/depts/mayor/press room/press releases/201 1/september 2011/mayoremanuel
commendscitycouncilapprovalofordinancessupportinga.html.
129. In 2004, the City of Chicago updated its zoning and the code permitting urban
agriculture was removed. Lindsay Banks, How Chicago Does and May Do Zoning for
Urban Ag, THE LOCAL BEET CHICAGO ED. (Nov. 2, 2010), http://www.thelocalbeet
.com/2010/11/02/how-chicago-does-and-may-do-zoning-for-urban-ag/. Residents were
still permitted to use up to twenty percent of their lots for gardening, but were not
permitted to sell their produce. Id. Farms that were grandfathered in, granted a
variance, or were considered Commercial Use (Commercial Uses are not permitted in
Residential Zones) were allowed to sell their produce. Id.
130. See id.
131. See CHICAGO, IL., MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 17, § 17-6-0203 Use Table
and Standards (2010).
132. See id. § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
133. See id.
134. See id. § 17-5-0207 Use Table and Standards.
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all Commercial,135  Downtown,'36  Manufacturing, 3 7  and Planned
Manufacturing Districts.'3 8  In the Community Shopping District,
"Commercial Farm, Rooftop" was a special use requiring approval.' 39 The
City's Zoning Code did not contain category descriptions for the
"Community Garden," "Commercial Greenhouse," or "Commercial Farm,
Rooftop" uses.
The City of Chicago recognized that its Zoning Code lacked the
specificity required to foster urban agriculture; 4 0 in December 2010,
Chicago's then-acting Mayor, Richard M. Daley, introduced new zoning
provisions to the City Council. 141 Category descriptions for "Community
Gardens" 42 and "Commercial Gardens or Greenhouses,"143 as well as a
definition for "Hydroponic Systems"144 were included in Mayor Daley's
proposed zoning amendment. Community gardens, limited to 18,750
square feet in most zones,145 would have been permitted-by-right in all
zones other than Industrial Zones, Open Space/Natural Areas, and
135. CHICAGO, iL., MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 17 §17-3-0207 Use Table and
Standards (2010).
136. See id. 17-4-0207 Use Table and Standards.
137. See id. 17-5-0207 Use Table and Standards.
138. See id. 17-6-0403-F Use Table and Standards.
139. See id. 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
140. "Though private and public gardens are currently allowed in Chicago, along
with small agricultural sites affiliated with certain businesses, the Zoning Code does
not provide the specificity that large urban agriculture sites need to thrive and expand,
especially in terms of commercial growing." News Release, City of Chicago, Zoning
Amendment Would Nourish Urban Agriculture Citywide (Dec. 8, 2010), available at
http://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/mayor/press rooml/press releases/press-re
leasepdfs/2010 city council0/7803.res.
141. City of Chicago, Zoning Ordinance Proposal (Dec. 8, 2010), available at
http://mayor.cityofchicago.org/etc/medialib/mayor/ordinances/ordinancespdfs-by20
10/december 08 201 O.Par. 11995.File.dat/UrbanAgOrforCCintro.html.
142. The Chicago Zoning Ordinance Proposal defines a Community Garden as "[a]
neighborhood-based development with the primary purpose of providing space for
members of the community to grow plants for beautification, education, recreation,
community distribution or personal use. Sites owned and managed by public or civic
entities, nonprofit organizations or other community-based organizations that are
responsible for maintenance and operations. Processing, storage and sale of plants or
plant products are prohibited on site." Id. at sec. 8.
143. The Chicago Zoning Ordinance Proposal defines a Commercial Garden or
Greenhouse as the "lp]ropagation, processing and storage of plants products for
wholesale or retail sales. Typical uses include but are not limited to, growing beds,
hoop houses, greenhouses, vertical farming and hydroponic systems." Id.
144. The Chicago Zoning Ordinance Proposal defines Hydroponic System as the
"[p]ropagation of plants using a mechanical system designed to circulate a solution of
minerals in water with limited use of growing media." Id. at sec. 9.
145. See id. sec. 7.
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cemeteries;146 storage, processing, and sales of produce would not have
been permitted in community gardens.147  Commercial gardens or
greenhouses, which would have been allowed to store, process, and sell
plant products, 14 would have been permitted-by-right in some Business,
Commercial, Industrial, and Planned Manufacturing Districts.149  While
Mayor Daley's proposed ordinance provided more specificity and
expanded the agricultural activities permitted within the City, stakeholders,
including the Chicago Food Policy Advisory Council, were concerned the
proposal was too restrictive.i1o
In July 2011, Chicago's newly inaugurated Mayor Rahm Emanuel
announced a more expansive urban agriculture ordinance proposal.' 5'
Mayor Emanuel's proposed ordinance was approved by the Chicago City
Council in September 2011.152 In a press release announcing the approval,
Mayor Emanuel stated, "[t]he City worked with its sister agencies, urban
agriculture experts and community members in an effort to help strengthen
community ties and turn available empty lots into viable, productive urban
green spaces."
Chicago's new urban agriculture ordinance contains category
descriptions for the "Urban Farm" use, 154 including "Indoor Operation," 5 5
146. See id. sec. 1, amendment to § 17-2-0207 Use Table & Standards; sec. 2,
amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table & Standards; sec. 3, amendment to § 17-4-0207
Use Table & Standards; sec. 5, amendment to § 17-6-0203E Use Table.
147. See id. sec. 8.
148. See id.
149. See id. sec. 2, amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table & Standards; sec. 4,
amendment to § 17-5-207 Use Table & Standards; sec. 6, amendment to § 17-6-0403-F
Use Table & Standards.
150. The Chicago Food Policy Advisory Council (a nonprofit organization that
"advocates for responsible food and agriculture policy recommendations and promotes
systemic changes creating self-reliance for all communities in obtaining their food")
has prepared a response to Chicago's urban agriculture zoning, available at THE
CHICAGO FOOD POLICY ADVISORY COUNCIL, http://chicagofoodpolicy.org/CFPAC%
20Response%20to%2OUrban%20Agriculture%20Zoning%2OAmendment.pdf
151. See Press Release, City of Chicago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel And Alderman
Ameya Pawar Introduce Ordinance To Support Urban Agriculture, Create Jobs, And
Expand Access To Fresh, Healthy Food Across Chicago (July 28, 2011) (on file with
author).
152. See Press Release, City of Chicago, Mayor Emanuel Commends City Council
Approval of Ordinances Supporting Affordable Housing, Improved Access to Jobs and
Urban Farms (Sept. 8, 2011) (on file with author).
153. Id.
154. "Urban Farm. Growing, washing, packaging and storage of fruits, vegetables
and other plant products for wholesale or retail sales." Chicago, Ill., Ordinance
S02011-6411 sec. 9 amendment to § 17-17-0100 (Sept. 8, 2011).
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"Outdoor Operation,"' 56 and "Rooftop Operation"' as well as for the
"Community Garden" use; 158 the ordinance also defines "hydroponic
system," 159 "aquaponic system,"',60 and "apiary."'61 Community Gardens,
are permitted-by-right in all Residential,162 Business,163 Commercial," and
Downtown Distncts;l Community Gardens in these districts may not
exceed 25,000 square feet.' 66 Community Gardens are still permitted-by-
right in certain types of parks within the Parks and Open Space District;167
there is no size restriction for Community Gardens within this district. 168
The ordinance also contains standards for accessory buildings 69 and
155. "Indoor Operation. All allowed activities must be conducted within completely
enclosed buildings. Typical operations include greenhouses, vertical farming,
hydroponic systems and aquaponic systems." Id.
156. "Outdoor Operation. Allowed activities are conducted in unecnclosed [sic]
areas or partially enclosed structures. May include indoor operations in conjunction
with outdoor operations. Typical operations include growing beds, growing fields,
hoophouses and orchards." Id.
157. "Rooftop Operation. All allowed activities occur on the roof of a principal
building as a principal use or accessory use. Typical operations include growing beds
and growing trays." Id.
158. "Community Garden. A neighborhood-based development with the primary
purpose of providing space for members of the community to grow plants for
beautification, education, recreation, community distribution or personal use. Sites
managed by public or civic entities, nonprofit organizations or other community-based
organizations that are responsible for maintenance and operations. Processing and
storage of plants or plant products are prohibited on site. Gardening tools and supplies
may be stored within an accessory building that is in compliance with Section 17-9-
0103.5-B of the Municipal Code." Id.
159. "Hydroponic system. Propagation of plants using a mechanical system designed
to circulate a solution of minerals in water with limited use of growing media." Id. at
sec. 10 amendment to § 17-17-0200.
160. "Aquaponic system. The symbiotic propagation of plants and fish in an indoor,
constructed and recirculating environment." Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 at
sec. 10 amendment to § 17-17-0200 (Sept. 8, 2011).
161. "Apiary. Keeping or propagation of honeybee colonies for collection of honey
or other bee products. Up to five (5) colonies may be kept as an accessory use to the
primary activity on the site." Id.
162. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. I amendment to § 17-2-0207
Use Table and Standards.
163. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
164. See id.
165. See id. sec. 3 amendment to § 17-4-0207 Use Table and Standards.
166. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 7 § 17-9-0103.5-A.
167. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 5 § 17-6-0203.5-A.
168. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 7 § 17-9-0103.5-A.
169. "Accessory buildings, such as sheds, greenhouses, hoophouses or farmstands
shall comply with the requirements of 17-9-0201-D. Hoophouses or other fabric based
shelters, which are not required to obtain a building permit shall not be considered
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composting 70 on Community Gardens; on-site sales are permitted, but are
"limited to incidental sales of plants or produce generated on site."'71
Indoor Urban Farm Operations are permitted-by-right in the
Community Shopping District,172 the Downtown Service District,'73 and all
Commercial,'174 Manufacturing, 17' and Planned Manufacturing Districts.176
Outdoor Urban Farm Operations are permitted-by-right in all Commercial
Districts, most Manufacturing Districts,'7 some Planned Manufacturing
Districts,179 and the Downtown Service District.'80  Rooftop Urban Farm
Operations are permitted-by-right in all Commercial," Downtown,182
Manufacturing, 83 and Planned Manufacturing Districts,184 and by special
permit in the Community Shopping District.'85  The ordinance imposes
square footage limitations for the accessory sales of goods produced on site
on all categories of Urban Farm Operations in the Manufacturing and
Planned Manufacturing Districts.' 8 6  The ordinance also contains
accessory buildings. Hoophouses or other fabric based shelters shall be securely
attached to the ground and designed and constructed to comply with appropriate
standards in Title 13 of the Municipal Code of Chicago." Id. § 17-9-0103.5-B.
170. "Composting is limited only to the materials generated on site, and must be used
on site, and must otherwise comply with the standards of Section 7-28-715 of the
Municipal Code." Id. § 17-9-0103.5-C.
171. Id. § 17-9-0103-D.
172. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
173. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 3 amendment to § 17-4-0207
Use Table and Standards.
174. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
175. See id. sec. 4 amendment to § 17-5-0207 Use Table and Standards.
176. See id. sec. 6 amendment to § 17-6-0403-F Use Table and Standards.
177. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
178. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 4 amendment to § 17-5-0207
Use Table and Standards.
179. See id. sec. 6 amendment to § 17-6-0403 Use Table and Standards.
180. See id. sec. 3 amendment to § 17-4-0207 Use Table and Standards.
181. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
182. See id. sec. 3 amendment to § 17-4-0207 Use Table and Standards.
183. See Chicago, Ill., Ordinance S02011-6411 sec. 4 amendment to § 17-5-0207
Use Table and Standards.
184. See id. sec. 6 amendment to § 17-9-0103.2 Use Table and Standards.
185. See id. sec. 2 amendment to § 17-3-0207 Use Table and Standards.
186. Urban Farm Operations in the Manufacturing and Planned Manufacturing
Districts are permitted to use a maximum of 3,000 square feet for accessory sales of
goods produced on site. See id. sec. 4 amendment to § 17-5-0207 Use Table and
Standards; id. sec. 6 amendment to § 17-6-0403-F Use Table and Standards.
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provisions that relax landscaping, Parkway Tree, and fencing,87 on Urban
Farms and provides standards for composting.
The nearby City of Milwaukee includes "plant nursery or
greenhouse"'8 9 and "raising of crops or livestock" 90 as potentially
permissible agricultural uses in its Zoning Code.'91 Under Milwaukee's
Zoning Code, both agricultural uses are permitted as a matter of right in all
Residential and Industrial Zones.' 92 In addition, in the Parks District, the
"raising of crops or livestock" use is permitted as a matter of right,193 and
"plant nursery or greenhouse" use is permitted as a limited use' 94 - the
facility must "be owned and operated by a governmental agency or
entity." 95
The City of Cleveland has had an "Urban Garden District" in its
Zoning Code since 2007.196 According to the ordinance, "community
gardens' 97 which may have occasional sales of items grown at the site" and
187. See id. sec. 7 amendment to § 17-9-0100.
188. "Composting is limited to the materials generated on site only, and must comply
with the standards of Section 7-28-715 of the Municipal Code. Incidental sales of such
compost material is expressly allowed as an accessory use to the principal use of an
Urban Farm." Id.
189. A plant nursery or greenhouse is defined as "an establishment engaged in
growing crops of any kind within or under a greenhouse, cold frame, cloth house or
lath house, or growing nursery stock, annual or perennial flowers, vegetables or other
garden or landscaping plants. This term does not include a garden supply or
landscaping center." MILWAUKEE, Wis., CITY OF MILWAUKEE ZONING CODE s. 295-
201-455 (2010).
190. Raising of crops or livestock is defined as "the growing of crops, including any
farm, orchard, community garden or other premises or establishment used for the
growing of crops, or the use of land or buildings for the keeping of cows, cattle, horses,
sheep, swine, goats, chickens, ducks, turkeys, geese or any other domesticated
livestock if permitted by the health department under the provisions of ch. 78." Id.
295-201-473.
191. See id. 295-203-14.
192. See id. ss. 295-503-1, 295-803-1.
193. See id. s. 295-902-2-a.
194. MILWAUKEE, Wis., CITY OF MILWAUKEE ZONING CODE s. 295-902-2-a (2010).
195. Id. s. 295-903-2-b-2.
196. CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. VII,
ch. 336 (2010). The Urban Garden District was: "established as part of the Zoning
Code to ensure that urban garden areas are appropriately located and protected to meet
needs for local food production, community health, community education, garden-
related job training, environmental enhancement, preservation of green space, and
community employment on sites for which urban gardens represent the highest and
best use for the community." Id. § 336.01.
197. The Zoning Code defines a community garden as: "an area of land managed and
maintained by a group of individuals to grow and harvest food crops and/or non-food,
ornamental crops, such as flowers, for personal or group use, consumption or donation.
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"market gardens,'98 including the sale of crops produced on the site" are the
two main uses permitted in the Urban Garden District.199  Under
Cleveland's Zoning Code, once a community garden is designated an
Urban Garden District, the garden is protected from development without a
public process. 200
In the summer of 2010, the Denver City Council adopted a
comprehensive new Zoning Code. In effect since June 2010, the new
Zoning Code addresses agricultural uses within the City, including
"Gardens,"2 0' and "Urban Gardens."202 Under Denver's new Zoning Code,
Urban Gardens are a permitted primary use with limitations in all zoning
districts in the City; 203 such use is permitted only after review and approval
under Denver's zoning permit review process.204 Gardens are a permitted
accessory use to a primary residential use with limitations in all zoning
districts in the City except for the Downtown Civic Zone; 205 a zoning
Community gardens may be divided into separate plots for cultivation by one or more
individuals or may be farmed collectively by members of the group and may include
common areas maintained and used by group members." Id. § 336.02(a).
198. The Zoning Code defines a market garden as "an area of land managed and
maintained by an individual or group of individuals to grow and harvest food crops
and/or non-food, ornamental crops, such as flowers, to be sold for profit." Id. §
336.02(b).
199. Id. § 336.03.
200. See Dustin Brady, Councilman Introduces First Zoning Designation For
Community Gardens, PLAIN PRESS (Sept. 2007), http://www.nhlink.net/plainpress/
html/stories/200709/councilmanintroducesnewzoning.htm.
201. Garden is defined as "[t]he growing and cultivation of fruits, flowers, herbs,
vegetables, and/or ornamental plants." DENVER, COLO., DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11,
div. 12.7.2 (2010).
202. Urban Garden is defined as "[1]and that is (1) managed by a public or nonprofit
organization, or by one or more private persons, and (2) used to grow and harvest
plants for donation, for personal use consumption, or for off-site sales by those
managing or cultivating the land and their households." Id. art.l I div. 11.12.6(B)(2).
203. See DENVER ZONING CODE art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4, § 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, §
6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art. 8, § 8.9.4; art. 9, § 9.7.9.5 (2010).
204. The zoning permit review process is detailed in DENVER ZONING CODE art. 12, §
12.4.1. "The purpose of the zoning permit review process is to ensure compliance with
the standards and provisions of this Code, while encouraging quality development in
Denver reflective of the goals, policies, and strategies found in the Comprehensive
plan." Id. § 12.4.1.1.
205. Such Garden use is subject to the general accessory use limitations contained in
DENVER ZONING CODE art. i1, § 11.7. See DENVER ZONING CODE art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4,
§ 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, § 6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art. 8, § 8.9.4; art. 9, § 9.7.9.4.
Such use is also subject to specific limitations regarding maintenance, detached
structures, and the growing of medical marijuana. DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, §
11.8.4.1. In addition, "[i]n a Residential Zone District, where permitted with
limitations, retail or wholesale sales of goods or products derived from a Garden
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permit review is not required.206 Gardens are a permitted accessory use to
primary nonresidential use with limitations in all zones of the City;207 a
zoning permit review is not required.208
The City of Los Angeles also addresses agricultural uses in its Zoning
Code.209 In May 2010, the City passed an urban agriculture ordinance,
which clarified the City's urban agriculture policies and allows for the
cultivation and sale of fruits, nuts, flowers, or vegetables in many zone
districts within the City. 210 The ordinance, in effect since July 2010, adds
to the Los Angeles Municipal Code definitions for "farming" and "truck
gardening." 2 11 Farming is defined as "[t]he cultivation of berries, flowers,
fruits, grains, herbs, mushrooms, nuts, ornamental plants, seedlings or
vegetables for use on-site or sale or distribution on-site or off-site."212
Truck gardening is defined as "[t]he cultivation of berries, flowers, fruits,
grains, herbs, mushrooms, nuts, ornamental plants, seedlings or vegetables
for use on-site or sale or distribution off-site."2 13 Under the current Zoning
Code, farming is a permitted use in Agricultural ZoneS214 and under power
transmission rights-of-way in the Public Facilities Zone. 215 Farming is also
216
a permitted use in Industrial Zones. Truck gardening is a permitted
accessory to a primary residential use are prohibited in a Residential Zone District." Id.
§ 11.8.4.5.
206. DENVER ZONING CODE art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4, § 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, §
6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art. 8, § 8.9.4.
207. Such uses are subject to the general accessory use limitations contained in
DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.7. See DENVER ZONING CODE art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4,
§ 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, § 6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art. 8, § 8.9.4; art. 9, § 9.7.9.4. The
general accessory use limitations prohibit the growing of medical marijuana "as
accessory to a primary nonresidential use established in a Residential Zone District."
DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.7.1.3(C).
Such uses are also subject to specific limitations pertaining to maintenance, detached
structures, beekeeping, and the sale of produce. See id. § 11.10.9.
208. See DENVER ZONING CODE art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4, § 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, §
6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art. 8, § 8.9.4.
209. The stated purpose of the Comprehensive Zoning Plan of the City of Los
Angeles "is to consolidate and coordinate all existing zoning regulations and provisions
into one comprehensive zoning plan in order to designate, regulate and restrict the
location and use of buildings, structures and land, for agriculture, residence, commerce,
trade, industry or other purposes ..... L.A., CAL. L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, § 12.02
(2011).




214. See L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, §§ 12.05A6, 12.06A2f.
215. See id § 12.04.09B1.
216. See id §§ 12.17.5B3a, 12.17.6A1, 12.1811, 12.19Al.5, 12.20Al.
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primary use in many zones, including Suburban Zones,217 select Residential
and Mixed-Use Zones,218 and the Mobilehome Park Zone.2 19 Truck
gardening is also permitted as a Home Occupation use in many zones;220
truck gardening is subject to the Home Occupation regulations "if the main
use of the lot is a dwelling." 22 1 Under the Zoning Code, on-site sales and
distribution in connection with truck gardening as a Home Occupation use
are not allowed.222
The City of Baltimore is currently in the process of comprehensively
rewriting its Zoning Code. Under the current Zoning Code of Baltimore
City, activities related to agriculture are permitted in many zoning districts,
either as a primary use or an accessory use. For example, in the Open
Space Districts, conservatories and greenhouses are a permitted primary
223 224use223 and agricultural gardens are permitted as an accessory use. In
many of the City's Residence Districts, "[a]gricultural uses, including
nurseries and truck gardens" are a permitted primary use, but "only if: (i)
no retail sales are made on the premises; and (ii) no offensive odor or dust
is created"225 and minimum lot area requirements are met.226 In addition,
"[g]reenhouses used to grow plants as a hobby or for the resident's
personal use" are permitted as an accessory use in all of the City's
Residence Districts. 227 Greenhouses are a permitted primary use in the City
of Baltimore's Industrial Districts. 2 2 8
217. See id. §§ 12.07A6, 12.07.01A3, 12.07. 1A3.
218. See id. §§ 12.08A3, 12.09Al, 12.10AI, 12.10.5Al, 12.11AI, 12.11.5Al,
12.12Al.
219. See L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, § 12.09.3B4.
220. See id. §§ 12.05Al6a3, 12.06Al, 12.07Al2, 12.07.01A8, 12.07.1A8, 12.08A8,
12.08.lB5, 12.08.386, 12.08.5B4, 12.09A6, 12.09.3B8, 12.09.5B5, 12.10A6,
12.10.5A1, 12.11 Al, 12.11.5A1, 12.12A1.
221. Id. § 12.05A16e.
222. See id. § 12.05Al6a19.
223. See BALTIMORE, MD., ZONING CODE OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 3A, § 3A-104(3)
(2010).
224. See id. § 3A-105(2).
225. Id. at tit. 4 §§ 4-201(2), 4-301, 4-401, 4-501, 4-601, 4-701.
226. Some Residence Districts require a minimum lot area of 21,900 square feet for
primary agricultural uses. See id. §§ 4-206(a), 4-306(a), 4-406(a), 4-506(a). Other
Residence Districts require a minimum lot area of 15,000 square feet for primary
agricultural uses. See id. §§ 4-606(a), 4-706(a). Where agricultural uses are permitted
as a primary use, no minimum yard depth requirements apply for such uses. See id. §§
4-207(a), 4-307(a), 4-407(a), 4-507(a), 4-607(a), 4-707(a).
227. See id. § 4-202(8), 4-302, 4-402, 4-502, 4-602, 4-702, 4-802, 4-902, 4-1002, 4-
1102, 4-1202, 4-1302. The Zoning Code provides specifications for the amount of lot
area that may be covered by accessory uses. See id. §§ 4-206(b), 4-306(b), 4-406(b), 4-
506(b), 4-606(b), 4-706(b), 4-806(b), 4-906(b), 4-1006(b), 4-1106(b). Greenhouses are
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In the summer of 2010, the City released the Baltimore Zoning Code:
Draft 1.0; based on public comments, the City updated its first draft and
released the Baltimore Zoning Code: Draft 2.0 in July 2011.229 The current
version of the Zoning Code Draft defines "Community-Managed Open
Space" 230 and "Urban Agriculture" 231 and details the activities permitted in
such use zones.
Under the Draft, Community-Managed Open Spaces are "limited to
the cultivation of herbs, fruits, flowers, or vegetables, including the
cultivation and tillage of soil and the production, cultivation, growing, and
harvesting of any agricultural, floricultural, or horticultural commodity.
They may also include community gathering spaces for active or passive
recreation; however playground equipment is prohibited." 232 The keeping
of livestock and animals is permitted in Community-Managed Open
SpaceS233 but such activities are subject to additional regulations.234
also permitted as an accessory use in the Office Residence Districts. See ZONING CODE
OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 5, § 5-202(1).
228. See BALTIMORE, MD., ZONING CODE OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 7, §§ 7-206(45), 7-
306(1), 7-406(1) (2010).
229. See Baltimore City Planning Dept., CITY OF BALTIMORE, http://www.baltimore
city.gov/Government/AgenciesDepartments/Planning.aspx (last visited Oct. 18, 2011).
230. The Zoning Code Draft defines Community-Managed Open Space as "[a]n open
space area maintained by more than one (1) household that is used for the cultivation of
fruits, flowers, vegetables or ornamental plants, or as a community gathering space for
passive or active recreation, excluding playgrounds." BALTIMORE, MD., BALTIMORE
ZONING CODE: DRAFT 2.0 tit. 1, § 3 (July 2011), available at http://www.transform
baltimore.net/portal/transv2/transdraft2?pointld=d67498e329#section-d67498e329.
231. The Zoning Code Draft defines Urban Agriculture as "[the cultivation,
processing, and marketing of food within the City, which may or may not include the
use of intensive production methods, structures for extended growing seasons, and
onsite sale of produce. It may also involve animal husbandry, aquaculture, agro-
forestry, vineyards and wineries, and horticulture. 'Urban Agriculture' is characterized
by a primary emphasis on income generating agricultural activity and the operation of
the farm as a business enterprise." Id.
232. Id. tit. 14, § 14-305(1). The Draft addresses environmental risks where a
community-managed open space will be used for the production of food for
consumption. "The community-managed open space must demonstrate a match
between identified environmental risks and how the site is used. For any community-
managed open space use that involves the cultivation of plants for human consumption,
the applicant must use imported, clean soil and an impermeable barrier between the
new soil and existing soil. Alternatively, soil testing can be used to measure nutrients,
heavy metals and any other harmful contaminants that may be present. The applicant
must present, as part of the use permit, the soil testing results and proposed remediation
methodology, if needed, to ensure that cultivated plants are safe for consumption." Id.
§ 14-305(3).
233. See id. § 14-305(2).
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Urban Agricultural uses involving animal husbandry, processing of
food produced on site, spreading of manure or other nutrient-rich
fertilizers, spraying of agricultural chemicals, and/or the use of heavy
equipment such as tractors would require preparation of "a management
plan, subject to approval by the Director of Planning, that addresses how
the activities will be managed to avoid impacts on surrounding land uses
and natural systems."2 35 The Draft also provides standards for accessory
structures and farm stands and for soil quality where an agricultural use
involves the cultivation of plants for consumption.236
The Draft proposes that Community-Managed Open Spaces would be
permitted by right in most zoning districts, including, but not limited to the
Open Space, Detached and Semi-Detached Residential, Rowhouse and
Multi-Family Residential, Commercial, Industrial Mixed-Use Zones,
Office Residential District, and the Transit-Oriented District (TOD).237
Urban Agriculture would be a conditional use in most zones including, but
not limited to, Open Space, Detached and Semi-Detached Residential,
Rowhouse and Multi-Family Residential, Office Residential District, and
Commercial Use Zones; Urban Agriculture would be permitted by right in
some Industrial Use Zones.238 The Draft further promotes agriculture
within the City by permitting a height exception for rooftop greenhouses,239
and by expressly permitting greenhouses and hoop-houses in rear yards.240
The City of Baltimore Department of Planning intends to accept public
comments on the revised Draft through December 5, 2011 and to present a
final draft to the City Council in 2012.241
In August 2010, the City of Seattle passed an ordinance 24 2 that
updated the urban agriculture land use provisions to increase allowed
agricultural uses in many zones and also allow residents to sell food grown
234. See infra notes 304-314 and accompanying text for a discussion on how
Baltimore regulates the keeping of livestock and animals.
235. BALTIMORE, MD., BALTIMORE ZONING CODE: DRAFT2.0 tit. 14, § 14-333(l) (July
2011).
236. See id. § 14-333(3)-(6).
237. See id. tit. 7, § 7-201, tit. 8, § 8-201, tit. 9, § 9-201, tit. 10, § 10-201, tit. 11, §
11-201, tit. 12, § 12-301, tit. 12, § 12-402.
238. See id. tit. 7, § 7-201, tit. 8, § 8-201, tit. 9, § 9-201, tit. 10, § 10-201, tit. 11, §
1 l-201, tit. 12, § 12-301.
239. See id. tit. 15, § 15-301(b)(7).
240. See id. § 15-507.
241. See Baltimore City Planning Dept., supra note 241.
242. SEATTLE, WASH., ORDINANCE 123378 (Aug. 23, 2010).
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on their property.243 The ordinance expanded the Seattle Land Use Code's
definition of "agricultural use" beyond "animal husbandry," 244
"aquaculture," 245 and "horticulture" 246 to include "community garden" 247
and "urban farm,"248 and added "greenhouse"249 to the Land Use Code's
listed definitions.250  Under the amended Code, community gardens are
permitted outright as a principal use in all zones; 251 however, in designated
Manufacturing and Industrial Centers, community gardens are "permitted
only on rooftops and/or as vertical farming." 252 Urban farms with not more
243. Press Release, Seattle City Council, Seattle City Council Approves Urban Farm
and Community Garden Legislation Improving Access to Locally Grown Food (Aug.
16, 2010), available at http://www.seattle.gov/council/newsdetail.asp?ID= 10996
&Dept-28.
244. The Seattle Municipal Code defines animal husbandry as "a use in which
animals are reared or kept in order to sell the animals or their products, such as meat,
fur or eggs, but does not include pet daycare centers or animal shelters and kennels.
Examples of animal husbandry uses are poultry farms and rabbitries." SEATTLE,
WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.84A.002 "A" (2010). The keeping of
animals, including small animals, domestic fowl, bees, and farm animals is not
considered animal husbandry. See Client Assistance Memo 244, CITY OF SEATTLE:
DEP'TOF PLANNING &DEV. (2010), available at http://webl.seattle.gov/dpd/cams/
CamDetail.aspx?cn=706.
245. The Seattle Municipal Code defines aquaculture as "a use in which food fish,
shellfish or other marine foods, aquatic plants, or aquatic animals are cultured or grown
in fresh or salt waters in order to sell them or the products they produce. Examples are
fish farms and shellfish beds." SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.84A.002 "A."
246. The Seattle Municipal Code defines horticulture as "a use, other than an urban
farm, in which plants are grown for the sale of them or their products or for use in any
business, and in which other customarily incidental products may be sold. Examples
include nurseries with greenhouses and garden stores." Id.
247. The Seattle Municipal Code defines a community garden as "a use in which land
managed by a public or nonprofit organization, or a group of individuals, is used to
grow plants and harvest food or ornamental crops from them for donation or for use by
those cultivating the land and their households. Examples include P-Patch community
gardens administered by the Department of Neighborhoods." Id.
248. The Seattle Municipal Code defines an urban farm as "a use in which plants are
grown for sale of the plants or their products, and in which the plants or their products
are sold at the lot where they are grown or off site, or both, and in which no other items
are sold. Examples may include flower and vegetable raising, orchards and vineyards."
Id.
249. The Seattle Municipal Code defines a greenhouse as "a structure or portion of a
structure, made primarily of glass or other translucent material, for which the primary
purpose is the cultivation or protection of plants." Id. § 23.84A.014 "G."
250. See SEATTLE, WASH., ORDINANCE 123378 secs. 24-25 (Aug. 23, 2010).
251. See SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, §§ 23.43.006(E), 23.44.006(C),
23.45.504(B) and Table A, 23.46.004(A), 23.47A.004(B) and Table A, 23.48.004(A),
23.49.042(A), 23.49.090(A), 23.49.142(A), 23.50.012(A) and Table A.
252. See id. § 23.50.012(A) and Table A.
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than 4,000 square feet of planting area are permitted outright in all
Residential Zones; urban farms exceeding 4,000 square feet of planting
area may be permitted as a conditional use.253 Urban farms in Residential
Zones are subject to provisions regulating use of mechanical equipment
and motor vehicles, sales, deliveries, location, structures, and signs.2 54
Applicants seeking a conditional use permit for an urban farm in a
Residential Zone must submit a management plan that addresses potential
215
impacts and proposes mitigation measures. In Neighborhood
Commercial and Industrial Zones, urban farms of any size are permitted
outright as a principal or accessory use;256 in designated Manufacturing and
Industrial Centers, urban farms are "permitted only on rooftops and/or as
vertical farming." 25 7
In addition to expanding allowable agricultural activities, the
ordinance also established exemptions from several zoning regulations for
urban farms, community gardens, the keeping of animals and greenhouses.
Under the Seattle Land Use Code as amended, the "establishment of an
urban farm, or community garden, that is permitted outright" and the
"keeping of animals as permitted" are excepted from the general approval
procedures required by the Code for "[tlhe establishment or change of use
of any structures, buildings or premises, or any part thereof."25 8 Urban
farms and related structures are also excepted from the requirement that all
accessory uses and structures in single-family residential zones "must be
located on the same lot as the principal use or structure."259 In addition, in
some zones, including Midrise and Highrise Residential, Commercial,
Mixed-Use, Downtown, and Industrial zones, greenhouses dedicated to
food production are allowed to exceed applicable height restrictions by
fifteen feet, provided size restrictions and applicable setback requirements
are met.260
B. Keeping ofAnimals
As the interest in urban gardening has grown, issues associated with
the keeping of animals in urban areas have also been garnering attention in
253. See id. §§ 23.43.040(E), 23.44.042, 23.45.504(C)(8).
254. See id § 23.42.051(A).
255. See id §23.42.051(B).
256. See SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, §§ 23.47A.004(B) and Table A,
23.50.012(A).
257. Id. § 23.50.012(A) and Table A.
258. Id tit. 23, § 23.40.002(A)(1) and (3).
259. Id § 23.44.040(B).
260. See id. §§ 23.45.514(G)(8), 23.47A.012(D)(6), 23.48.010(F)(5),
23.49.008(D)(2)(d), 23.50.020(A)(5).
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cities across the United States. In particular, the keeping of chickenS261
and/or bees in urban areas has become more prevalent in recent years, as
evidenced by the passage of several municipal ordinances discussed below.
Some cities allow a wider variety of animals to be kept in certain urban
zoning districts, including other fowl, rabbits, and goats. The structure and
scope of regulations regarding the keeping of animals within urban areas
vary greatly among municipalities.
Depending on the municipality, the keeping of animals may be
addressed in zoning codes, health codes, and/or animal control regulations.
Zoning regulations may allow and provide specifications for structures on
urban lots for the housing of animals. A municipality may choose to
regulate each allowed species through individual regulations or a variety of
species may be covered under one broad regulation. The keeping of
animals within an urban area may be permitted by right or may be a
conditional use, or the keeping of animals may be prohibited. Where the
keeping of animals is permitted by right, the municipality may still require
an individual to obtain a permit and/or license; neighborhood approval may
be required and fees may apply. In addition to applicable local regulations,
nuisance262 and tort liability are additional factors to be considered prior to
engaging in urban animal keeping. Federal and state regulations may also
apply to the keeping of animals.263
The City of Milwaukee provides an example of a city that recently
passed ordinances to allow the keeping of bees and chickens within city
limits, subject to permit requirements and payment of a fee. In 2010, the
City passed an ordinance that allows residents within the City limits to
keep up to two hives of honey bees on private property.264 Under the
ordinance, only beekeeperS265 may keep honey bees in the City;266
261. In recent years, numerous websites dedicated to providing information about
chicken keeping have been launched. For example, see http://www.eggzy.net/, which
provides information on flock management and egg production. EGGZY,
http://www.eggzy.net (2010).
262. See Patricia E. Salkin, Feeding the Locavores, One Chicken at a Time:
Regulating Backyard Chickens, Zoning and Planning, 34 A.L.1. 4 (2011), available at
http://files.ali-aba.org/thumbs/datastorage/skoobesruoc/pdf/CTO20_chapter 34
thumb.pdf (discussing the application of nuisance law to keeping animals).
263. For example, "a number of federal and state health and food safety laws apply to
egg and poultry production." Id. at 4.
264. See MILWAUKEE, WIS., CODE OF ORDINANCES, ch. 78-6, s. 78-6-3 (2010).
265. According to the City's Code of Ordinances, a beekeeper is "a person who owns
or has charge of one or more colonies of bees and has demonstrated to the
commissioner that he or she has obtained formal education or sufficient practical
experience to act as a beekeeper." Id. ch. 78-1, s. 78-1-5.
266. See id. ch. 78-6, s. 78-6-1.
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furthermore, an annual permit must be obtained.267 Obtaining a permit to
keep bees requires submission of an application, payment of a fee,2 68 an
inspection, and neighborhood approval. 269 The ordinance includes detailed
rules for the keeping of honey bees, including, but not limited to, setback
requirements, proper maintenance of the hives, water supply requirements,
and flyway barrier requirements. 2 70 In addition, the ordinance contains a
provision addressing aggressive characteristics in a hive 2 71 and prohibits the
keeping of hives that "cause any unhealthy conditions or interfere with the
normal use and enjoyment of human or animal life of others, any public
property or property of others." 2 72
In May 2011, the Milwaukee Common Council voted to legalize
chicken-keeping throughout the City on a one-year trial basis.273 On
residential premises, the keeping of up to four chickens is allowed upon
issuance of a permit; permits will not be issued for commercial or mixed-
use properties.274 The keeping of roosters and the slaughtering of chickens
are not allowed.275 In order to obtain a permit to keep chickens, a resident
must complete an approved site plan and "[c]omplete a Neighbor Approval
Statement Form from every neighbor required per the ordinance" and pay a
one-time fee of thirty-five dollars.276 Requirements for the care of chickens
and the provision of adequate housing,277 including size requirements and
267. See id
268. Id The annual fee for keeping bees is $80. Id. ch. 60-7, s. 60-7-7.
269. See MILWAUKEE, WIS., CODE OF ORDINANCES, ch. 78-6, ss. 78-6-1, 78-6-2.
Prior to the issuance of a permit, the commissioner of health shall notify "all property
owners within a circular area having a radius of 200 feet, centered on the premises for
which a permit has been requested." Id. at 78-6-2. Any such property owners
objecting to the granting of the permit have fourteen business days to file a written
objection and request a hearing. See id.
270. See id. § 78-6-3.
271. "In any instance in which a hive exhibits unusually aggressive characteristics it
shall be the duty of the beekeeper to destroy or re-queen the hive. Queens shall be
selected from stock bred for gentleness and non-swarming characteristics." Id § 78-6-
3-i.
272. Id § 78-6-3-j.
273. Larry Sandier, Milwaukee Common Council Allows Residents to Keep Chickens,
JS ONLINE (May 24, 2011), http://www.jsonline.com/news/milwaukee/122520844
.html.
274. Chickens Information Page, CITY OF MILWAUKEE: DEPT. OF NEIGHBORHOOD
SERVICES, http://city.milwaukee.gov/chicken (last visited Oct. 15, 2011).
275. Id
276. Id
277. "Chickens shall be provided with a sanitary and adequately-sized, covered
enclosure, or coop, and shall be kept in the enclosure or a sanitary and adequately-sized
and fenced enclosure, or yard, at all times. Chicken coops and enclosures may not be
homes or garages." Id
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restrictions and setbacks for such enclosures, are contained in the
ordinance.27 8 In addition, the ordinance contains several provisions
regarding nuisance and public health. 27 9 To assist residents in complying
with the chicken-keeping regulations, the City maintains a "Chickens
Information Page" on its website2 80 and provides a brochure containing all
necessary information regarding keeping chickens in the City.281
In February 2009, the City of Cleveland revised its Municipal Code to
allow "the keeping of small livestock, including bees, in all neighborhoods
of Cleveland."28 2 As amended, Cleveland's Zoning and Health Codes
contain detailed sections titled "Restrictions on the Keeping of Farm
Animals and Bees."2 83 The purpose of the Zoning Code's restrictions is "to
permit the keeping of farm animals and bees in a manner that prevents
nuisances to occupants of nearby properties and prevents conditions that
are unsanitary or unsafe."284 The regulations contained in the Health Code
prevent any person engaging in the keeping of animals from "creat[ing]
noxious or offensive odors or unsanitary conditions which are a menace to
the health, comfort or safety of the public." 2 85 Cleveland's Health Code
requires anyone proposing to keep farm animals or bees on a property
within the City to apply for a two-year license2 86 with the City's
278. See id.
279. See Chickens Information Page, supra note 274.
280. See id.
281. CITY OF MILWAUKEE: DEPT. OF NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES, REQUIREMENTS OF
THE CITY OF MILWAUKEE CHICKEN COOP ORDINANCE, available at
http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/User/tweile/pdf/broc/DNS-361_V3Chicken
Brochurewbl.pdf.
282. Land Use & Planning, CLEVELAND-CUYAHOGA COUNTY FOOD POLICY
COALITION, http://cccfoodpolicy.org/working-group/land-use-planning (last visited Oct.
15, 2011).
283. CLEVELAND; OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. 1, ch.
205, § 205.04; tit. VIl, ch. 347, § 347.02 (2010).
284. Id. tit. VII, ch. 347, § 347.02(a).
285. Id tit. 1, ch. 205, § 205.02.
286. The applicant must provide: "l) the name, phone, phone number and address of
the applicant; (2) the location of the subject property; (3) the size of the property; (4)
the number of animals or bee hives to be kept on the property; (5) a description of any
proposed cages, coops, beehives, fences or enclosures; (6) a scaled drawing showing
the precise location of cages, coops, enclosures, beehives, stables and fences in relation
to property lines and to houses on adjacent properties; (7) a description of the manner
by which feces and other waste materials will be removed from the property or will be
treated so as not to result in unsanitary conditions or in the attraction of insects or
rodents; (8) in the case of a lot that is vacant or has no occupied residence,
documentation demonstrating that the use will be managed in a manner that prevents
the creation of nuisances or unsanitary or unsafe conditions; (9) a signed statement
from the property owner, if the applicant is not the property owner, granting the
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Department of Health; payment of a fee is also required. 287 The Director of
Public Health may deny a license if there is evidence of a nuisance or an
unsafe or unsanitary condition relative to the subject property.2 88 Prior to
the issuance of an initial license, the applicant's site plan must be approved
by the Department of Building and Housing; in residential districts, twenty-
one days notice and an opportunity to comment must be provided "to the
owner of each property directly adjoining the property that is the subject of
the license application."289
The regulations contained in Cleveland's Zoning Code govern the
species and number of animals and/or beehives allowed.2 90 In residential
districts, residents are allowed no more than one chicken, duck, rabbit, or
similar animal for each 800 square feet of parcel or lot area2 91 and no more
than one beehive for each 2,400 square feet of lot area.2 92 In residential
districts, on parcels of land at least 24,000 square feet in area, a maximum
of two goats, pigs, sheep, and similar animals are allowed, with one
"additional animal permitted for each 2,400 square feet of area." 29 3 In
addition to specifying the types and number of animals allowed, the Zoning
Code also governs setback requirements; requirements for coops, cages,
enclosures, and fences; 29 4 water requirements; application requirements to
the Building and Housing Department 295 and the Public Health
applicant permission to engage in the keeping of farm animals or bees as described in
the registration; and (10) The addresses of all properties directly adjoining the subject
property." Id § 205.04(a).
287. See id. § 205.04(b)(2).
288. CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. I, ch.
205, § 205.04(b)(1).
289. Id § 205.04(b)(2).
290. Square footage of the parcel or lot area determines the types and number of
species allowed to be kept on the premises. See id. § 347.02.
291. Id. § 347.02(b)(1). In non-residential districts, the keeping of such animals is
limited to one animal for each 400 square feet of lot area. Id. § 347.02(b)(2).
292. Id. § 347.02(d)(1)(A). In non-residential districts, the number of beehives is
limited to one beehive for each 1,000 square feet of lot area. Id. § 347.02(d)(2).
293. CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. 1, ch.
205, § 347.02(c)(1). In non-residential districts, the keeping of up to two such animals
is allowed on a parcel of land at least 14,400 square feet in area; one additional animal
is permitted for each additional 1,200 square feet of lot area. Id. § 347.02(c)(2).
294. "[A] covered, predator-proof coop or cage or other shelter" with adequate
ventilation and of sufficient size is required for all animals. Id. § 347.02(b)(1)(D). For
chickens or other birds, "access to an outdoor enclosure adequately fenced or otherwise
bounded to contain the birds" and protect them from predators is also required. Id. §
347.02(b)(1)(E).
295. Approval by the Department of Building and Housing is not required for:
"cages, coops or beehives that are not permanently attached to the ground or to another
structure and do not exceed thirty two (32) square feet in area nor eight (8) feet in
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Department; and sanitation, nuisance, noise, and slaughtering.296 In
Cleveland's Urban Garden Districts, 297 chicken coops and beehives are
listed as permitted accessory uses and structures.298
The current Zoning Code of Baltimore City provides that agricultural
uses are a permitted use in many residential zoning districts; 299 in addition,
"[f]acilities that house pets and wild animals, as permitted under the Health
Code of Baltimore City" are allowed as an accessory use in all Residence
Districts,300 Office Residence Districts,301 Business Districts,302 and
Industrial Districts.303 The Health Code of Baltimore City gives the
Commissioner of Health the authority to "adopt and enforce rules and
regulations to carry out" the Health Code,304 which includes regulations for
animal control and protection.305 The Health Code prohibits any person
from keeping "(1) an exotic animal; (2) a farm animal; (3) a pigeon; (4)
bees; or (5) a Vietnamese pot bellied pig" without obtaining a permit from
the Commissioner of Health.306  The Health Code authorizes the
Commissioner of Health to adopt rules and regulations for the issuance of
permits and licenses and the care and control of animals, 307 to perform
inspections,308 and to set fees pertaining to the keeping of animals. 309
Baltimore City allows a person to keep no more than four chickens
over the age of one month provided certain requirements are met, including
the issuance of a permit from the Bureau of Animal Control and
height. No Building Permit shall be required for the barrier constituting a required
enclosure if such barrier is not permanently attached to the ground and does not exceed
three (3) feet in height; and no permit shall be required for a 'flyway' barrier not
exceeding six (6) feet in height and six (6) feet in length." Id § 347.02(d)(2)(i)(2).
296. See id. § 347.02(d)(2)(f)-( h).
297. See supra note 196-200 and accompanying text.
298. CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. VII,
ch. 336, § 336.04(d).
299. See BALTIMORE, MD., ZONING CODE OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 4, §§ 4-201(2), 4-
301, 4-401, 4-501(1), 4-601, 4-701 (2010). Agricultural uses are permitted "only if: (i)
no retail sales are made on the premises; and (ii) no offensive odor or dust is created."
Id. § 4-201(2). Agricultural use in not defined in the Code.
300. Id. §§ 4-202(3)(ii), 4-302, 4-402, 4-502, 4-602, 4-702, 4-802, 4-902, 4-1002, 4-
1102(1), 4-1202(a), 4-1302(a).
301. See id. tit. 5, § 5-202(1).
302. See id. tit. 6, §§ 6-207(3), 6-307, 6-407, 6-507, 6-607.
303. See id. tit. 7, §§ 7-209(2)(ii), 7-310, 7-409.
304. BALTIMORE, MD., HEALTH CODE OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 2, § 2-106 (2003).
305. See id. tit. 10.
306. Id. § 10-312(b).
307. Id. § 10-104.
308. Id. § 10-105.
309. BALTIMORE, MD., HEALTH CODE OF BALTIMORE CITY tit. 10 § 10-106.
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registration with the Maryland Department of Agriculture, Domestic
Poultry and Exotic Bird Registration Division. 310  The standards require
that "[a]ll chickens must be confined at all times to a movable pen" and
pens must be at least twenty-five feet away from any residence.3 " The
standards further require that the chickens be provided with proper shade,
potable water and feed, "veterinary care if they are known or suspected to
be sick or injured," and "access to a well-constructed shelter that provides
suitable protection from inclement weather." 312 Other fowl, including but
not limited to roosters, ducks, geese, and turkeys are prohibited.1  A one-
time fee of eighty dollars will be assessed for the issuance of a permit to
keep chickens.3 14
Bee keeping is also allowed in the City of Baltimore; for each 2,500
square feet of lot area, "no more than one hive, containing no more than
one swarm" may be kept." Any person keeping bees in the City must
register with the Maryland Department of Agriculture.3 16 The hives and
310. See BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEP'T ANIMAL CONTROL PROGRAM, FOWL:
ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS FOR RAISING (2007), available at
http://www.baltimorehealth.org/info/animals.ExoticPetRegs(Final).pdf [hereinafter
Acceptable Standards]. See also Raising Chickens in Baltimore City, BALTIDOME
BLOG (Oct. 30, 2009), http://baltidome.wordpress.com/category/raising-chickens-in-
baltimore/.
311. Acceptable Standards, supra note 311. In addition, "[e]ach pen must be kept
clean, free of all odors and materials that can attract rodents" and "must be moved
frequently to minimize turf destruction and the build up of manure borne pathogens
such as coccidiosis and roundworms" and "[p]ens with feed boxes and nest boxes must
allow 2 square feet per hen." Id.
312. Id
313. Id.
314. BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEP'T ANIMAL CONTROL PROGRAM, ANIMAL
PERMITS: FEE SCHEDULE (2007), available at http://www.baltimorchealth.org/info/
animals.ExoticPetRegs(Final).pdf. "A permit may not be transferred from place to
place or person to person." Id.
315. BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEP'T ANIMAL CONTROL PROGRAM, BEES:
ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS FOR KEEPING (2007), available at http://www.baltimore
health.org/info/animals.ExoticPetRegs(Final).pdf. See also Be a Baltimore Beekeeper,
BALTIDOME BLOG (Nov. 3, 2009), http:/ibaltidome.wordpress.com/category/
baltimore-beekeeping/.
316. BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEP'T ANIMAL CONTROL PROGRAM, BEES:
ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS FOR KEEPING (2007), available at http://www.baltimore
health.org/info/
animals.ExoticPetRegs(Final).pdf. "Maryland Law requires everyone who keeps bees
to register their colonies within 30 days of first obtaining a honey bee colony and then
annually thereafter." Apiary Inspection, MD. DEP'T OF AGRIC., http://www.mda.
state.md.us/plants-pests/plantprotection weedmgmt/apiary inspection/index.php
(last visited Oct. 19, 2011). Apiary inspectors annually visit approximately two-thirds
of Maryland's apiairies, examining the colonies for diseases and pests. See id.
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swarms must not be accessible to the public and must be kept so that "bee
movement to and from the hive does not unreasonably interfere with the
proper enjoyment of the property of others, with the comfort of the public,
or with the use of any public right-of-way."317
As discussed above, the City of Baltimore is currently rewriting its
Zoning Code. Under the current draft, "[a]nimal husbandry, including
chicken coops and apiaries" would be allowed as an urban agriculture
use;318 urban agriculture would be a conditional use in many zones
including, but not limited to, Open Space, Detached and Semi-Detached
Residential, Rowhouse and Multi-Family Residential, and Commercial but
it would be permitted in most Industrial Use Zones.3 19 The current draft
requires that a management plan be prepared if animal husbandry activities
are engaged in; the management plan must address "how the activities will
be managed to avoid impacts on surrounding land uses and natural
systems." 320
In the City of Denver, "[t]he keeping of domestic animals is allowed
as accessory to a primary dwelling unit use subject to compliance with the
following standards regarding number and kinds of animals [limited to cats,
dogs, rabbits, pigeons or doves, horses, small rodents, fish, small reptiles
and amphibians, and domestic honey bees]" 3 2 1 in all Neighbor Context
Zone Districts except the Civic District,322 as well as in all Industrial
Context Zone Districts, 323 Campus Context Zone Districts, 324 and Master
Planned Context Zone Districts.325 Under the Denver Zoning Code, the
keeping of domestic honey bees is limited to two hives per zone lot and
"[h]ives must be in rear 1/3 of zone lot with a 5 foot setback from side and
rear zone lot lines; the hives must be screened so that the bees must
surmount a 6 foot barrier, which may be vegetative, before leaving the
317. Id
318. See BALTIMORE, MD., BALTIMORE ZONING CODE: DRAFT 2.0 tit. 14, § 14-331(1)
(2011), available at http://www.transformbaltimore.net/portal/transv2/transdraft2
?pointld=d90102e2773#section-d90102e2773.
319. Id. tit. 7, § 7-201, tit. 8, § 8-201, tit. 9, § 9-201, tit. 10, § 10-201, tit. 11, § 11-
201.
320. Id. tit. 14, § 14-333(1).
321. DENVER, COLO., DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.8.5.1 (2010).
322. See id. art. 3, § 3.4.4, art. 4, § 4.4.4, art. 5, § 5.4.4, art. 6, § 6.4.4, art. 7, § 7.4.4,
art. 8, § 8.9.4.
323. See id. art. 9, § 9.1.4.5.
324. See id. § 9.2.7.5.
325. See id. § 9.7.9.5.
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,,326property."6 The keeping of domestic honey bees is also allowed as
accessory to the Urban Garden use, 3 2 7 subject to compliance with the above
standards "except that in an Industrial Context Zone District or Open Space
Context Zone District, the number of permitted bee hives may be increased
to a maximum of 2 hives per 6,000 square feet of gross zone lot area." 328
Landowners who want to keep animals that are not specifically
permitted3 29 may apply to the Zoning Administrator for a zoning use
permit.330 Zoning use permits authorizing animal keeping exceptions are
reviewed in accordance with the Zoning Code's "Zoning Permit Review
with Informational Notice" standards; 3 3 1 any authorized exception must
comply with the Zoning Code's general provisions for unlisted accessory
uses. 33 2 The application fee for such a zoning use permit is $100.00.333 An
application for an animal keeping exception must demonstrate that "[tihe
proposal will not substantially or permanently injure the appropriate use of
adjacent conforming property."3 34
In addition to the zoning use permit, any person keeping livestock or
fowl must obtain a livestock or fowl permit; 33 5 the owner must provide the
Director of Animal Control a copy of the zoning approval letter and must
purchase the applicable permit from the Denver Municipal Animal
Shelter.336 Livestock and fowl permits must be renewed annually; the
326. See DENVER, COLO., DENVER ZONING CODE art. 9, § 11.8.5.1(A). In addition,
"[n]o outdoor storage of any bee paraphernalia or hive materials not being used as a
part of a hive." Id.
327. See supra note 200 and accompanying text.
328. DENVER, COLO., DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.6.1.1(C).
329. "The animal shall be kept solely as a pet; a hobby; for educational, research,
rehabilitation or propagation purposes; or for the production of food products for
personal consumption by the resident." Id. § 11.8.5.1(B).
330. Id
331. See id art. 12, § 12.4.2 (outlining the standards for Zoning Permit Review with
Informational Notice).
332. Id. art. I1, § 11.8.5.1(B).
333. Zoning Applications and Reviews & Landmark Preservation Applications Fee
Schedule, DENVER COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, http://www.denvergov.
org/Portals/696/documents/320%20-20Zoning%20Fee%20Schedule.pdf.
334. DENVER ZONING CODE art. 12, § 12.4.2.11.
335. Any person keeping "any livestock or fowl such as, but not limited to, horses,
mules, donkeys, burros, cattle, sheep, goats, swine, chickens, geese, ducks or turkeys"
on any property within the City of Denver must obtain a livestock or fowl permit from
the manager of Environmental Health. The permit must be renewed annually and "[a]
fee shall be assessed for each new and renewal permit application." DENVER, COLO.,
CODE OF ORDINANCES tit. 11, ch. 8, § 8-91(a) (2010).
336. See Denver Animal Shelter: Livestock or Fowl Permit, CITY OF DENVER,
http://www.denvergov.org/FrequentlyAskedQuestionsandRelatedLinks/LivestockPerm
its/tabid/434853/Default.aspx (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
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annual fee for a fowl permit is $50.00 and the annual fee for a livestock
permit is $100.00.337
In contrast to Denver's complex permit and licensing requirements
for the keeping of certain types of animals, the City of Chicago's
regulations regarding the keeping of domesticated animals within the City
are written more broadly and generally. The Municipal Code of Chicago,
including the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, does not contain any provisions
prohibiting the keeping of domesticated animals within the City. Title 7 of
the Municipal Code of Chicago contains the Health and Safety ordinances
for the City, including the City's Animal Care and Control ordinances. The
Municipal Code's Animal Care and Control chapter broadly defines "pet"
as "any species of domesticated animals customarily regarded as suited to
live within an abode used for human occupancy."038 The Municipal Code
does not contain any further restrictions regarding the number or types of
animals that residents are allowed to keep within the City; therefore, the
keeping of chickens (including roosters), 339 bees, 340 and other domesticated
animals such as livestock 341 is not illegal in the City of Chicago.
General provisions contained in the Municipal Code apply to anyone
keeping any animals within the City of Chicago, including Animal Care
and Control ordinances and Health Nuisance ordinances. For instance, the
Animal regulations require an owner to "keep and maintain his animal
under restraint."342 Excessive animal noise is prohibited.343 The Municipal
337. Id.
338. CHICAGO, ILL., MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 7, § 7-12-020 (2010).
339. See Alissa Irei, Controversial Urban Chickens Still Roost Around Chicago,
MEDILL REPORTS (March 9, 2010), http://news.medill.northwestem.edu/chicago/
news.aspx?id=160734 (discussing the legality of keeping chickens in the City of
Chicago). See also Policies & City Chickens, CHICAGO CHICKEN ENTHUSIASTS,
https://sites.google.com/site/chicagochickenenthusi/city-chicken-policy.
340. In addition to allowing the keeping of bees within the City, the City of Chicago
itself maintains hives on the green roofs of its municipal buildings, including the
Chicago Cultural Center and City Hall. The bees "pollinat[e] flowers, fruit trees and
vegetable gardens all over the city." Rooftop Beehives, EXPLORE CHICAGO,
http://www.explorechicago.org/city/en/about-the city/green chicago/GreenRoofs_.ht
ml (last visited Oct. 20, 2011).
341. According to Chicago Chicken Enthusiasts, "[t]here is no specific prohibition on
other livestock in residential areas, but slaughtering, nuisance, sanitation, and humane
treatment and housing ordinances apply." Policies & City Chickens, supra note 339.
342. MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 7, § 7-12-030. The Municipal Code defines
"animal under restraint" as any animal: "(1) either secured by a leash or lead; (2) within
the premises of its owner, or confined within a crate or cage, or confined within a
vehicle, or on the premises of another person with the consent of that person; provided
that any animal not secured by a leash or lead and that is outdoors on the premises of its
owner or outdoors on the premises of another person with consent of that person shall
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Code of Chicago also prohibits cruelty to animals, including the failure to
provide "proper food, water, air or sanitary shelter," 34 4 and the slaughtering
of any animals. 3 45  The City's Health Nuisances chapter contains
ordinances that prohibit the keeping of any "yard, lot, premises, or part
thereof' in a manner "that shall be the occasion of any nuisance, or shall be
dangerous to life or detrimental to health," 34 6 as well as the bringing or
keeping for any purpose "any dead or live animal ... which shall be a
nuisance or which shall occasion a nuisance in the city, or which may or
shall be dangerous or detrimental to health."347
In the City of Portland, the keeping of animals, including the
"breeding or raising of fowl or other animals" is considered an "agriculture
use" activity. 348 In Portland, agriculture use is permitted by right in Open
Space Zones, 34 9 Employment and Industrial Zones, 3 0 and low-density
Single Dwelling Zones 35' and is a conditional use in medium-density
Single Dwelling Zones.352 While the Portland Planning and Zoning Code
broadly allows the keeping of animals, the Code of the City of Portland,
Oregon contains detailed ordinances regarding the keeping of animals
not be considered under restraint unless the animal is on a fenced portion of the
premises and the fence is: (i) constructed to keep the animal from reaching through the
fence; and (ii) of sufficient height appropriate to the size of the animal to prevent the
animal from jumping or reaching over the fence; or (3) within an area specifically
designated by the Chicago Park District or by the City of Chicago as a dog park, or as
an animal exercise run; provided that the animal is under the control of a competent
person." Id § 7-12-020.
343. "It shall be unlawful for any person who owns ... any dog or other animal to
allow such animal to make excessive noise in a manner that unnecessarily disturbs the
comfort, quiet, peace or repose of any other person in the vicinity, at any time of the
day or night." Id. § 7-12-100. Under the ordinance, excessive noise is defined as "any
continued, repeated or habitual barking, whining, crying, howling, whimpering,
crowing, or loud noise common to an animal's species" if the noise either persists for
over ten consecutive minutes or "occurs intermittently for a significant portion of the
day or night." Id.
344. Id. § 7-12-290.
345. "No person shall own, keep or otherwise possess, or slaughter any sheep, goat,
pig, cow or the young of such species, poultry, rabbit, dog, cat, or any other animal,
intending to use such animal for food purposes." Id. § 7-12-300.
346. Id. § 7-28-060. See also § 7-28-740 (detailing the City of Chicago's lot
maintenance requirements).
347. MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 7, § 7-28-090.
348. PORTLAND, OR., PLANNING AND ZONING CODE tit. 33, § 33.920.500 (2010).
349. Id § 33.100.100.
350. Id. § 33.140.100.
351. Id. § 33.110.100.
352. Id
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within the City.3 53 In Portland, the "keeping [of] a total of three or fewer
chickens, 3 54 ducks, doves, pigeons, pygmy goats or rabbits" does not
require a permit, provided the keeper does not allow the animals to roam at
large and keeps the animals in a clean and sanitary condition.3 5 5  The
keeping of more than three such animals and the keeping of other
livestock356 and the keeping of bees require a "specified animal keeping
facility"357 permit, issued by the Multnomah County Health Department.358
Any person applying for such a permit must provide adequate evidence that
all "property owners and residents within 150 feet of the property lines of
the property on which the specified animal facility will be located" have
been notified by the applicant. 35 9 Applicants must complete and sign an
application granting permission for the Director of the Health Department
to enter and inspect the premises at any reasonable time and assuring that
the issuance criteria have been met. 360 The issuance criteria address the
adequacy of the facilities, including sanitation, nuisance, and confinement
issues; the health and well-being of the animals; setback requirements;
compliance with applicable building and zoning codes; and personal
liability for any damages caused by the animals.36 A permit fee must also
be submitted with the application. 3 62 The fee for a beekeeping specified
animal facilities permit is twelve dollars; the fee for all other specified
animal facility permits is thirty-one dollars.363 Once issued, the permit
353. See PORTLAND, OR., CODE OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, OR. tit. 13 (2011).
354. Roosters are prohibited within the City of Portland. Id. § 13.10.010.
355. Id. § 13.05.015(E).
356. Livestock "include[s], but is not limited to, fowl, horses, mules, burros, asses,
cattle, sheep, goats, llamas, emu, ostriches, rabbits, swine, or other farm animals
excluding dogs and cats." Id. § 13.05.005(C).
357. A "specified animal keeping facility" is defined as "a permitted site for the
keeping of one or more specified animals, including but not limited to a stable,
structure, or other form of enclosure." Id. § 13.05.005(G). "'Specified Animals' means
bees or livestock." Id. § 13.05.005(F).
358. PORTLAND, OR., CODE OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, OR. tit. 13, § 13.05.015.
359. Id. § 13.05.015(B). In the case of bee colonies and pigeon facilities, an
applicant is "required to obtain written and signed permission from all neighbors within
150 feet of the proposed or existing facility using a provided petition form." Permit
Application Requirements, MULTNOMAH COUNTY HEALTH DEP'T, available at
http://web.multco.us/sites/default/files/
health/documents/sappermitreq.pdf. In the case of a tenant applicant, written and
signed permission "from the property owner to keep specified animals on the rental
property" must also be obtained. Id.
360. CODE OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, OR. tit. 13, § 13.05.015.
361. See id § 13.05.015(C).
362. Id. § 13.05.020.
363. Animal Codes, MULTNOMAH COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT,
http://web.multco.us/health/animal-codes.
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remains valid unless revoked.364 Livestock, whether picketed or roaming,
are prohibited from approaching within fifty feet of any residence or "any
commercial building in which foodstuff is prepared, kept or sold." 36 5
As discussed above, the Seattle Land Use Code includes "animal
husbandry,"3 66 and "aquaculture,"36 7 in its definition of "agricultural
use." 368 In Seattle, animal husbandry is permitted as an accessory use in all
Commercial Zoning Districts and is also permitted as a primary use in one
Commercial Zoning District.369 Aquaculture is permitted as a primary or
accessory use in all Industrial Zoning Districts 3 70 and all Commercial
Zoning Districts, however, in some Commercial Zones, size limitations
apply. 37 1
In the City of Seattle, the keeping of certain animals is not considered
animal husbandry.3 72 The Seattle Land Use Code includes provisions for
the keeping of animals in its General Use Provisions chapter; 373 the keeping
of "small animals, farm animals, domestic fowl and bees" is permitted
outright as an accessory use in all zones, subject to the standards listed in
the Keeping of Animals section.374 For small animals, the Code provides
that "[u]p to three small animals375 may be kept accessory to each business
364. See CODE OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, OR. tit. 13, § 13.05.015(B). A permit will
be revoked if the Director of the Health Department determines that the issuance
criteria, listed in § 13.05.015(C), are not being met. See id. § 13.05.015.
365. Id. § 13.05.035.
366. The Seattle Municipal Code defines animal husbandry as "a use in which
animals are reared or kept in order to sell the animals or their products, such as meat,
fur or eggs, but does not include pet daycare centers or animal shelters and kennels.
Examples of animal husbandry uses are poultry farms and rabbitries." SEATTLE,
WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.84A.002 "A" (2010).
367. The Seattle Municipal Code defines aquaculture as "a use in which food fish,
shellfish or other marine foods, aquatic plants, or aquatic animals are cultured or grown
in fresh or salt waters in order to sell them or the products they produce. Examples are
fish farms and shellfish beds." Id.
368. Id
369. See id. § 23.47A.004 and Table A.
370. See id. § 23.50.012 and Table A.
371. See SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.47A.004 and
Table A.
372. See Client Assistance Memo 244: Urban Agriculture, CITY OF SEATTLE DEP'T
OF PLANNING & DEv. (2010), available at http://www.seattle.gov/DPD/Publications/
CAM/cam244.pdf.
373. See SEATTLE, WAsH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, ch. 23.42.
374. Id. § 23.42.052.
375. Potbelly pigs are limited no more than one per business establishment or
dwelling unit. Id. § 23.42.052(A)(1). "Pygmy, Dwarf and Miniature Goats may be kept
as small animals, provided that male miniature goats are neutered and all miniature
goats are dehomed." Id. § 23.42.052(F).
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establishment, other than an urban farm, or dwelling unit37 6 on a lot."377 in
single-family zones, additional small animals are permitted on lots of at
least 20,000 square feet37 8 with a required minimum ten-foot setback for
any accessory structures for four or more small animals. 379 The keeping of
farm animals, including "[c]ows, horses, sheep, and other similar farm
animals,"380 is also permitted outright on lots of at least 20,000 square
feet.381 On such lots, one farm animal per every 10,000 square feet of lot
area is permitted; in residential zones, a fifty-foot setback is required for
382farm animals and farm animal housing structures. In all zones, '[u]p to
eight domestic fowl may be kept on any lot in addition to the small animals
permitted" and additional fowl are permitted on lots "greater than 10,000
square feet that include either a community garden or an urban farm." 83 In
all zones, roosters are prohibited.3 84 Beekeeping is also "permitted outright
as an accessory use," but registration with the State Department of
Agriculture is required.38 On lots of less than 10,000 square feet, up to
four hives with one swarm each are permitted.386 Specific setback
requirements are provided for beehives. 3 87 Although not referenced in the
Seattle Land Use Code, the Seattle Municipal Code's Animal title3 88
contains applicable provisions such as cruelty to animals, 38 9 safety and
sanitation, 390 control of animals,391 and nuisance. 392
In the City of Los Angeles, the keeping of animals is also addressed
by zoning district. In agricultural zoning districts within the City, the
376. In single-family zones, accessory dwelling units are not considered separate
dwelling units. Id. § 23.42.052(A)(2)(a).
377. Id. § 23.42.052(A).
378. In single family zones, on lots of at least 20,000 square feet, up to four small
animals are permitted; for each additional 5,000 square feet of lot area in excess of
20,000 square feet, one additional animal is permitted. SEATTLE WASH., SEATTLE
MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.42.052(A)(2)(b)-(c).
379. Id. § 23.42.052(A)(2)(c).
380. The keeping of swine, with the exception of potbelly pigs, is not permitted. Id.
§ 23.42.052(D).
381. Id. § 23.42.052(D).
382. Id. § 23.42.052(D)(l)-(2).
383. SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.42.052(C)(1).
384. Id. § 23.42.052(C)(2).
385. Id. § 23.42.052(E).
386. Id.
387. Id.
388. SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 9.
389. Id. § 9.25.081.
390. Id. § 9.25.082.
391. Id. § 9.25.084.
392. Id. § 9.25.092.
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keeping of domestic livestock is an allowed use on lots meeting minimum
square footage requirements.39 The keeping of poultry, fowl, rabbits,
chinchillas, and other small animals394 is also allowed in the City's
agricultural zoning districts. The keeping of livestock and/or small animals
must be "in conjunction with the residential use of the lot" and the keeping
of animals may not be for commercial purposes unless an exception
applies. 395 In July 2010, the City's Zoning Code was amended to permit
the keeping of "equines, 39 6 poultry, rabbits and chinchillas, in conjunction
with the residential use of the lot, provided that such animal keeping is not
for commercial purposes" in the City's Residential Estate, 397 "RS"
Suburban,398 One-Family,399 and "RMP" Mobilehome Park400 zoning
districts. In addition to the animal keeping restrictions contained in the
City's Zoning Code, the Los Angeles Municipal Code's Public Safety and
Protection chapter contains regulations pertaining to the keeping of animals
within the City. 40 1 Under the regulations contained therein, persons are
generally not permitted to keep more than one rooster within the City of
Los Angeles.402 Animals are prohibited from being at large;403 anyone
keeping animals within the City is required to comply with minimum
separation distances for animals, coops, cages, and enclosures as
established by the Department of Animal Services. 40 4  Currently,
393. "The keeping of equines, bovines, goats or other domestic livestock" is
permitted in L.A.'s agricultural zoning districts, provided the lot has at least 17,500
square feet of lot area. L.A., CAL., L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, §§ 12.05(A)(7),
12.06(A)(2)(g), 12.07(A)(7) (2011). The keeping of up to five swine is permitted in
"Al" agricultural zoning districts. Id. § 12.05(A)(7). In all agricultural zoning districts,
"[w]here equines and/or bovines are being kept, the number kept shall not exceed one
equine or bovine for each 4,000 square feet of lot area." Id. §§ 12.05(A)(7),
12.06(A)(2)(g), 12.07(A)(7).
394. In "Al" and "A2" agricultural zones, the keeping of fish and frogs is also a
permitted use. Id. §§ 12.05(A)(7), 12.06(A)(2)(g).
395. Id §§ 12.05(A)(7), 12.06(A)(2)(g), 12.07(A)(7). In "Al" and "A2" agricultural
zones, "chickens, rabbits or chinchillas may be kept for commercial purposes on lots of
five acres or more." Id. §§ 12.05(A)(7), 12.06(A)(2)(g). In all agricultural zones,
exceptions apply to the keeping of up to two equines not owned by the resident of the
property. d. §§ 12.05(A)(7), 12.06(A)(2)(g), 12.07(A)(7).
396. Lot square footage requirements may apply for the keeping of equines. See id.
§§ 12.07.01(A)(3), 12.07.1(A)(3), 12.08(A)(3).
397. Id § 12.07.01(A)(3).
398. L.A., CAL., L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, § 12.07.1(A)(3).
399. Id. § 12.08(A)(3).
400. Id § 12.09.3(B)(4).
401. Id ch. V, art. 3 (2011).
402. Id. § 53.71.
403. See id. §§ 53.06, 53.07.
404. See L.A., CAL., L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. V, art. 3, § 53.59.
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beekeeping is not legal throughout the City; 405 however, apiaries are a
permitted use in the "Al" and "A2" Agricultural Zones406 and in some
Industrial Zones.407 Citizens in Los Angeles are in the process of
petitioning the Mayor of the City to legalize beekeeping throughout the
City.408
C. Zoning and Sales of Farm/Garden Produce409
In the context of urban agriculture, there are a variety of approaches
cities can take concerning the sales of products grown and raised by urban
farmers. Often, the type of garden, for example community garden versus
urban farm or commercial garden,410 and the zoning district in which the
agricultural activity is conducted will determine whether sales of farm
products are allowed. For example, a city may outright prohibit the sales of
urban agriculture products grown in residential zones. In some instances, a
city will allow food produced in an urban garden to be sold, provided all
sales occur offsite. In other cases, particularly where urban agriculture is
intended to alleviate food desert problems or provide economic
opportunity, on-site sales will be allowed.41 Urban agriculture provisions
in city zoning codes will generally address the permissibility of the sale of
urban agriculture products. City permits and licenses may also be required
for such sales.
405. Danny Jensen, Beekeeping: Eco-Friendly, Healthy, and Completely Illegal in
L.A., CHANGE.ORG (Dec. 15, 2010), http://news.change.org/stories/beekeeping-eco-
friendly-healthy-and-completely-illegal-in-la.
406. See L.A., CAL., L.A. MUNICIPAL CODE ch. 1, §§ 12.05(A)(6), 12.06(A)(2)(f).
407. See id. §§ 12.17.5(B)(3)(a), 12.17.6(A)(1), 12.18(B)(1), 12.19(A)(1.5),
12.20(A)(1).
408. See Tell Los Angeles City Council to Legalize Beekeeping for all of LA,
CHANGE.ORG, http://www.change.org/petitions/tell-los-angeles-city-council-to-legalize
-beekeeping-for-all-of-la.
409. While Farmers' Markets are frequently used as a venue for the sale of produce
in urban areas, this section examines regulations pertaining to on-site and off-site sales
of agricultural products grown on urban land.
410. The City of Richmond, Virginia provides an example of a city that does not
allow the sale of any agricultural products grown in its "community gardens," but does
allow the sale of agricultural products grown in its "commercial gardens." See supra
notes 90-100 and accompanying text.
411. For example, in the City of Cleveland's Urban Garden District, onsite sales are
allowed in both of the District's permitted main uses: "(a) community gardens which
may have occasional sales of items grown at the site; (b) market gardens, including the
sale of crops produced on the site." CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE
CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. VII, ch. 336, § 336.03 (2010). Seasonal farm stands are
permitted as an accessory use in the City's Urban Garden District. Id. § 336.04.
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The Denver Zoning Code addresses sales in its Use Limitations and
Definitions article; whether sales are allowed is dependent, in part, upon
whether the agricultural use occurs in a residential zone. In all Residential
Zone Districts, the Denver Zoning Code prohibits "retail or wholesale sales
of goods or products derived from "a Garden 4 12 accessory to a primary
residential use." 4 13  The Denver Zoning Code does allow sales of
agricultural goods or products in other situations; in Denver's Residential
Zone Districts, "retail or wholesale sales of goods or products derived from
a Garden are allowed when such use is accessory to a primary
nonresidential use, including but not limited to a permitted Public,
Institutional and Civic Use."414 In all other zone districts, the Denver
Zoning Code also allows "retail or wholesale sales of goods or products
derived from a Garden . .. when such use is accessory to a primary
nonresidential use."415
In the City of Seattle, the urban farm use is a specific agricultural use
category "in which plants are grown for sale of the plants or their products,
and in which the plants or their products are sold at the lot where they are
grown or off site, or both, and in which no other items are sold. Examples
may include flower and vegetable raising, orchards and vineyards." 4 16 The
urban farm use is permitted in Residential, Commercial and Industrial
Zones.4 17 The City promotes urban agriculture in Residential Zones by
permitting sales of plants and their products grown on an urban farm in
residential zones between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. every day of
the week 418 and by waiving any parking requirements for community
gardens or urban farms in Residential Zones.4 19
D. Buildings and Structures
Structures commonly associated with urban agriculture include hoop
houses, greenhouses, storage sheds, market stands, and structures for the
keeping of animals. Depending upon the specific zoning or land use code,
such structures may be permitted by right as a primary or accessory use or
may require a special use or conditional permit. In some instances,
412. See supra note 201.
413. DENVER ZONING CODE art. I1, § 11.8.4.2.
414. Id. § 11.10.9.1.
415. Id.
416. SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.84A.002"A" (2010).
417. See supra notes 248, 253-57 and accompanying text.
418. SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.42.051 (A)(2).
419. Id. § 23.54.015.
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building code regulations will apply to urban agriculture structures;420
regardless, the zoning and land use codes generally contain size, height,
and setback restrictions for such structures, either in the general accessory
use provisions or in the city's urban agriculture ordinances.
In the City of Denver, Urban Gardens, Gardens, 421 and the keeping of
42animals may be permitted as a primary or accessory use or permitted as a
special use upon issuance of a permit. The Denver Zoning Code contains
use limitations for each of the agricultural activities allowed within the
City; the use limitations specifically address structures associated with
urban agriculture. Where Urban Garden use is a permitted primary use,423
the Code requires that all "[d]etached structures that are incidental to the
Urban Garden use, such as accessory storage or utility buildings, gazebos,
trellis, or accessory greenhouse structures" be in compliance with "all
applicable detached accessory structure building form standards in the
subject Zone District."424 Such structures in an accessory Garden use are
also required to comply with all applicable building form standards.425
addition, all Garden accessory uses must comply with the general
426
provisions applicable to all accessory uses.
In the City of Denver, the keeping of most agricultural animals,
including chickens, requires a special use permit under the animal keeping
427 Teaia
exception. The animal keeping exception provision requires that the use
must comply with the provisions applicable to all accessory uses and other
listed requirements.4 28
The City of Cleveland also specifically addresses structures incidental
to urban agriculture in its Zoning Code. The City's Urban Garden
District29 permits accessory structures such as "greenhouses,430
420. For example, the City of Portland's Specified Animal Regulations require that
any structure used in connection with a specified animal keeping facility comply with
the City's building code, if applicable, as well as any zoning and land use regulations.
PORTLAND, OR., CODE OF THE CITY OF PORTLAND, OR. tit. 13, § 13.05.015(C)(8)
(2010).
421. See supra notes 201-208 and accompanying text.
422. See supra notes 321-37 and accompanying text.
423. Urban Garden use requires approval under Denver's zoning permit review
process. See supra note 204.
424. DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.6.1.1(B).
425. See id. §§ 11.8.4.1(B), 11.10.9.1(B).
426. Id. art. 3, § 3.4.4; art. 4, § 4.4.4; art. 5, § 5.4.4; art. 6, § 6.4.4; art. 7, § 7.4.4; art.
8, § 8.9.4; art. 11, § 11.7.1.
427. See supra notes 321-37 and accompanying text.
428. See DENVER ZONING CODE art. 11, § 11.8.5.1(B).
429. See supra notes 196-200 and accompanying text.
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hoophouses, 431 cold-frames,432 and similar structures used to extend the
growing season" as well as chicken coops; tool sheds; planting preparation
houses; and barns.433 The Zoning Code provides supplemental
regulationS434  for such structures including setback 4 35 and height
requirements; 4 36 in addition, "[t]he combined area of all buildings,
excluding greenhouses and hoophouses, shall not exceed fifteen percent
(15%) of the garden site lot area.' 37  Seasonal farm stands are also
permitted as accessory structures, but "shall be removed from the premises
or stored inside a building on the premises during that time of the year
when the garden is not open for public use."A38 Upon issuance of a license,
the keeping of specified farm animals is also permitted in the City of
Cleveland. 4 39 The Zoning Code contains regulations for structures used in
connection with such animal keeping, including size and setback
requirements for coops and cages44 0 as well as stables and enclosures for
430. Greenhouse is defined as "a building made of glass, plastic, or fiberglass in
which plants are cultivated." CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF
CLEVELAND tit. VII, ch. 336, § 336.02(c) (2010).
431. Hoophouse is defined as "a structure made of PVC piping or other material
covered with translucent plastic, constructed in a 'half-round' or 'hoop' shape." Id. §
336.02(d).
432. Coldframe is defined as "an unheated outdoor structure consisting of a wooden
or concrete frame and a top of glass or clear plastic, used for protecting seedlings and
plants from the cold." Id. § 336.02(e).
433. Id. § 336.04.
434. The supplemental regulations are set forth in the Urban Garden District
provision. Id. § 336.05.
435. "Buildings shall be set back from property lines of a Residential District a
minimum distance of five (5) feet." CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE
CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. VII, ch. 336, § 336.05(a).
436. "No building or other structure shall be greater than twenty-five (25) feet in
height." Id. § 336.05(b).
437. Id. § 336.05(c).
438. Id. § 336.05(f).
439. See supra notes 281-98 and accompanying text.
440. Chickens, ducks, rabbits and similar farm animals must be provided with a
sufficient coop, cage or shelter. "The total area of all coops or cages on a lot shall not
be greater than thirty two (32) square feet for up to six (6) animals. Coops and cages,
singly or in combination, shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in height." CLEVELAND,
OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND tit. VII, ch. 347, §
347.02(b)(1)(D). Coops and cages "may not be located in front yard or side street yard
areas;" the regulations also require that such structures "shall not be located within five
(5) feet of a side yard line nor within eighteen (18) inches of a rear yard line, except
where the rear lot line forms the side lot line or front lot line of an abutting property, in
which case the setback from such rear lot line shall be five (5) feet." Id. §
347.02(b)(1)(B).
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larger animals such as goats and sheep." 1 The Zoning Code's animal
keeping regulations require a building permit for the construction of related
structures that routinely require a building permit, but specifically excepts
"cages, coops or beehives that are not permanently attached to the ground
or to another structure and do not exceed thirty two (32) square feet in area
nor eight (8) feet in height" from the building permit requirement.442
As discussed above, in an effort to promote urban agriculture, the
City of Seattle's urban agriculture ordinance amended the City's Municipal
Code in 2010;443 several of these amendments created exceptions to general
code requirements for structures for urban agricultural use. For instance,
the construction or change of use of structures and buildings, or any part
thereof, for permitted urban farm, community garden, and animal-keeping
uses is excepted from the Municipal Code's general approval procedures
required for a change in use or establishment of a structure or building.44 4
In addition, urban farms and related structures are excepted from the
requirement that all accessory uses and structures in single-family
residential zones "be located on the same lot as the principal use or
structure."4 5
The City also amended its Municipal Code to allow, in certain
zones,446 greenhouses dedicated to food production to exceed applicable
height restrictions by fifteen feet; applicable size restrictions and setback
requirements must be met." 7 The Seattle Municipal Code's General Use
Provisions also specifically address structures associated with urban
agricultural use; in residential zones, structures for urban farm use on lots
441. In residential districts, such structures "shall not be permitted in front yards or in
side street yards and shall be set back at least forty (40) feet from any street and from
any property other than a property located in an Industrial District and shall be set back
at least one hundred (100) feet from a dwelling on another parcel or from the permitted
placement of a dwelling on an adjoining vacant parcel." Id. § 347.02(c)(1). In non-
residential districts, such structures "shall be set back at least forty (40) feet from any
street and from any property other than a property located in an Industrial District and
shall be set back at least one hundred (100) feet from a dwelling on another parcel or
from the permitted placement of a dwelling on an adjoining vacant parcel." Id. §
347.02(c)(2).
442. Id. § 347.02(i)(2).
443. See SEATTLE, WASH., ORDINANCE 123378 (Aug. 23, 2010).
444. See SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, § 23.40.002(A) (2010).
445. Id. § 23.44.040(B).
446. The greenhouse height restriction exception applies to greenhouse use in the
Midrise and Highrise Residential, Commercial, Mixed-Use, Downtown, and Industrial
Zones. See id. §§ 23.45.514(J)(10), 23.47A.012(C)(6), 23.48.010(F)(5),
23.49.008(D)(2)(d), 23.50.020(A)(5).
447. See id §§ 23.45.514(J)(10), 23.47A.012(C)(6), 23.48.010(F)(5),
23.49.008(D)(2)(d), 23.50.020(A)(5).
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with no principle structure are "subject to the development standards that
would apply to an accessory structure in the zone." 4 48 The General Use
Provisions also contain square footage44 9 and height 450 limits for structures
for urban farm use on residential lots with no principal structure. In all
zones, identical provisions apply to structures for community garden use.41
The Seattle Municipal Code's General Use Provisions also contain specific
setback requirements for structures housing small animals, 452 domestic
fowl, 45 3 farm animals, 45 4 and for beehives.4 5 5
Under the current Zoning Code of Baltimore City, greenhouses are
listed as a permitted primary or accessory use in some zoning districts; 4 56
the Zoning Code does not contain specific restrictions for such uses. As
discussed above, the City of Baltimore is currently rewriting its Zoning
Code. The current Zoning Code Draft provides use standards, including
restrictions on structures, for Community-Managed Open Space 4 57 and
Urban Agriculture4 5 8 uses. Under the current Draft, the Community-
Managed Open Space use standards prohibit permanent structures for such
use; "temporary greenhouses, including high tunnels/hoop-houses, cold-
frames, and similar structures are permitted to extend the growing season.
Accessory structures, such as sheds, gazebos and pergolas, are also
448. Id. § 23.42.051(A)(7)(c) (2010).
449. "The total gross floor area of all structures for urban farm use may not exceed
1,000 square feet." SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit. 23, §
23.42.051 (A)(7)(a).
450. "Structures for urban farm use may not exceed 12 feet in height, including any
pitched roof." Id. § 23.42.051(A)(7)(b).
451. See id. § 23.42.053.
452. In single-family zones, "[a]ccessory structures, including kennels, for four or
more animals must be at least 10 feet from any other lot in a residential zone." Id. §
23.42.052(A)(2)(c).
453. "Structures housing domestic fowl must be located at least 10 feet away from
any structure that includes a dwelling unit on an adjacent lot." Id. § 23.42.052(C)(3).
454. "Farm animals and structures housing them must be kept at least 50 feet from
any other lot in a residential zone." SEATTLE, WASH., SEATTLE MUNICIPAL CODE tit.
23, § 23.42.052(D)(2).
455. Hives generally must be at least 25 feet from any lot line, however exceptions
apply for hives "situated 8 feet or more above the grade immediately adjacent to the
grade of the lot on which the hives are located" and for hives "situated less than 8 feet
above the adjacent existing lot grade and behind a solid fence or hedge six (6) feet high
parallel to any lot line within 25 feet of a hive and extending at least 20 feet beyond the
hive in both directions." Id. § 23.42.052(E)(2).
456. See supra notes 223-28 and accompanying text.
457. See supra note 230.
458. See supra note 231.
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permitted."4A9 The Draft proposes to permit one farmstand per zoning lot,
"limited to sales of items grown at the site" and requires that farmstands be
"removed from the premises or stored inside a structure on the premises
during that time of the year when the open space is not open for public
use." 460  Under the current Draft, the Urban Agriculture use standards
permit permanent or temporary greenhouses and similar structures without
imposing limitations on the number or square footage of such structures.46'
462Limited permanent accessory structures are permitted, subject to setback,
463
height, and square footage restrictions. Farmstands are permitted, but are
subject to the same removal or storage of farmstands provision in the
community garden use standards.464
E. Soil Testing
Soil contamination exists in many urban areas; soil may be
contaminated with lead, arsenic, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, 465 and other
toxic substances that have entered the soil through spills and runoff. Due
to the risks associated with growing food in contaminated soil,466 urban
farmers are often encouraged, and may be required, to perform soil testing
prior to establishing a garden. The City of Seattle's Land Use Code does
not require residents to have soil tested for contaminants, but the City's
459. BALTIMORE, MD., BALTIMORE ZONING CODE: DRAFT 2.0 tit. 14, § 14-305(4),
July 2011, available at http://www.transformbaltimore.net/portal/transv2/transdraft2
?pointld=d90102e439#section-d90102e439.
460. Id. § 14-305(5).
461. "Greenhouses (permanent or temporary), high tunnels/hoop-houses, cold-
frames, and similar structures used to extend the growing season are permitted. There
is no limit on the number or square footage on these structures." Id. § 14-333(2).
462. "Permanent accessory structures are limited to tool sheds, shade pavilions,
barns, rest-room facilities, planting preparation houses, and post-harvest processing
facilities." Id. § 14-333(4).
463. "Buildings must be set back from any lot line a minimum distance of ten (10)
feet. No structure may exceed twenty-five (25) feet in height, except for structures
designed to capture wind energy." Id. In addition, "[t]he combined area of all accessory
structures is limited to twenty-five percent (25%) of the lot area. For multiple adjacent
lots under common ownership and use as community managed open space, the limit for
the combined area of structures is applied over the entire site rather than each
individual lot. The limit for the combined area of structures for such individual lots
must not exceed that of the underlying zone." Id. § 14-333(5).
464. Id. § 14-333(6).
465. See David Runk, Urban Gardens Tainted with Lead, Arsenic, THE HUFFINGTON
POST (Mar. 23, 2011, 3:33 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/03/23/urban-
gardens-chemicals-lead-arsenic n 839485.html?ir-Food.
466. See Kate Murphy, For Urban Gardens, Lead Is a Concern, N.Y. TIMES (May
13, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/14/garden/14lead.html.
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Urban Agriculture Client Assistance Memo highly encourages soil testing,
especially in particular areas of Seattle. 46 7 In Seattle, the King County
Conservation District currently offers free testing of soil samples for pH,
nitrate, phosphate, extractable cations organic matter, and cation exchange
capacity and will make recommendations specific to the landowner's plant
needs to achieve maximum efficiency with fertilizers; however, King
County is "not currently pay[ing] for testing of heavy metals or
contaminants."468 Perhaps because of the increasing concern regarding soil
contamination, the City of Baltimore's Zoning Code Draft 2.0 requires
either soil testing or the use of an impermeable barrier and imported clean
soil for uses in which plants will be cultivated for human consumption. 4 69
F. Composting
Compost, decayed plants, and other organic matter such as yard waste
and kitchen scraps,470 plays an important role in organic agriculture and
also has significant environmental benefits. The environmental benefits of
composting include soil enrichment, remediation of contaminated soil,
pollution prevention (including the diversion of waste from landfills) and a
reduced need for water, fertilizers, and pesticides.47' Compost also benefits
gardens in a variety of ways, including improved soil health, replenishment
of nutrients, humus formation, promotion of root growth, control of plant
diseases, and enhanced soil structure. 47 2 Despite its benefits, composting
may attract pests such as rodents and flies, and may also cause nuisance
467. Client Assitance Memo 244, supra note 244.
468. Free Soil Testing Program, KING CONSERVATION DISTRICT, http://kingcd.org/
profar soi.htm (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
469. According to the City of Balitmore's Zoning Code Draft 2.0: "For any
community-managed open space use that involves the cultivation of plants for human
consumption, the applicant must use imported, clean soil and an impermeable barrier
between the new soil and existing soil. Alternatively, soil testing can be used to
measure nutrients, heavy metals and any other harmful contaminants that may be
present. The applicant must present, as part of the use permit, the soil testing results
and proposed remediation methodology, if needed, to ensure that cultivated plants are
safe for consumption." BALTIMORE, MD., BALTIMORE ZONING CODE: DRAFT 2.0 tit. 14,
§ 14-305(3), July 2011, available at http://www.transformbaltimore.net/portal/transv2/
transdraft2?pointld=d90102e439#section-d90102e439. See also Id. § 14-333(3)
(detailing soil standards for urban agriculture use).
470. See CITY OF SEATTLE, COMPOSTING YARD AND FOOD WASTE AT HOME,(2005),
available at http://www.seattle.gov/util/groups/public/@spu/@csb/documents/
webcontent/spu0 _001989.pdf.
471. See Environmental Benefits, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/rrr/
composting/benefits.htm (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
472. See Organic Gardening Compost Benefits, ORGANIC GARDEN INFO,
http://www.organicgardeninfo.com/compost-benefits.html (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
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odors. Nonetheless, composting is permitted in many cities, and some cities
require the composting of yard waste and food scraps.47 3 A city may
directly address composting in its zoning code, for example including
composting or compost bins as a permitted accessory use to an urban
agriculture use.474 Composting activities may also be regulated by the
city's health and safety codes and/or state regulations.
The City of Chicago's new urban agriculture ordinance addresses
composting on Community Gardens and Urban Farms. Under the City's
Zoning Code as amended, composting in conjunction with a Community
Garden use is "limited only to the materials generated on site and must be
used on site," and must comply with composting standards contained in the
City's Municipal Code.475 Composting in conjunction with an Urban Farm
use is also "limited only to the materials generated on site," and must
comply with composting standards contained in the City's Municipal Code;
however, "[i]ncidental sales of such compost material is expressly allowed
as an accessory use to the principal use of an Urban Farm." 4 7 6 The City's
Municipal Code currently imposes general composting standards, including
nuisance, rat and vector control, surface water, mixing, moisture level, and
sewage restriction provisions.47 7 The composting standards exempt some
composting operations from permits otherwise required by the Municipal
473. The City of Seattle operates a food and yard waste collection service, which is
required for all single-family households (residents who compost at home may opt out
of the service). See Food and Yard Waste at Your House, SEATTLE.GOV: SEATTLE
PUBLIC UTILITIES, http://seattle.gov/util/Services/Yard/Yard Waste Collection/
index.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2011). Where the service is required, "[y]ard debris -
such as leaves, grass, and plant trimmings - are not allowed in [the] garbage." Id. The
service "ieduces garbage, saves landfill space, and reduces landfill methane (a potent
greenhouse gas)." Id. The City processes the collected materials into compost for use
on the City's parks and gardens. Id. The City of San Francisco has had a mandatory
composting policy in place since 2009; residents and businesses are required to
separate compostable material from trash and place compostable material compost
collection containers. Malia Wollan, San Francisco to Toughen a Strict Recycling
Law, N.Y. TIMES, June 10, 2009, http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/ 11/us/
11 recycle.html. See also SF ENVIRONMENT, http://www.sfenvironment.org/our
programs/topics.html?ssi=3&ti=86 (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
474. In the City of Cleveland's Urban Garden District, compost bins are a permitted
accessory use. CLEVELAND, OH., CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF CLEVELAND
tit. VII, ch. 336, § 336.04 (2010).
475. CHICAGO, ILL., ORDINANCE S02011-6411 sec. 7 amendment to § 17-9-0100
(Sept. 8, 2011).
476. Id.
477. See CHICAGO, ILL., MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO tit. 7, § 7-28-715(2) (2011).
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Code, including qualifying garden compost operations and on-site organic
.478waste composting operations.
Composting is not addressed in the City of Milwaukee's Zoning
Code. However, the City's composting policies are controlled by state
regulation. Since 1993, the State of Wisconsin has "ban[ned] the disposal
of grass clippings or other yard waste in garbage carts."479 The City's
Department of Public Works website provides information to residents on
the "types of yard waste and the proper ways to dispose of them." 48 0 The
Department includes composting as a proper method for disposing of grass
clippings, garden debris, and leaves. 4 8 1 The Department of Public Works'
website includes links to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
website, which includes a home composting overview,4 82 and the State's
483compost rules and regulations. While the Department of Natural
Resources regulates most composting facilities, "[h]ouseholds,
neighborhoods, community gardens and businesses do not need DNR
approval for composting yard materials and vegetable food scraps (manure
may also be added to enhance nutrients and decomposition) as long as they
do not have more than 50 cubic yards on-site at any one time."484
IV. OUTREACH
Outreach to promote urban agriculture includes providing residents
with information regarding relevant laws, including permitted and
prohibited activities and applicable restrictions. Outreach may also include
access to resources, education, workshops, and events focused on urban
agriculture. Depending upon the locale, the city itself may perform
outreach activities or various local community-based or nonprofit
organizations may be the primary source of outreach; cooperative extension
478. See id. §§ 7-28-715(3)-(5).
479. Sanitation Services: Yard Waste Disposal, CITY OF MILWAUKEE DEPT. OF
PUBLIC WORKS, http://city.milwaukee.gov/mpw/divisions/operations/environmental/
sanitation/YardWasteDisposal.htm (last visited Oct. 14, 2011). "The state prohibits
yard waste dumping because of the hundreds of thousands of tons of yard refuse that
make up a major percentage of material hauled to landfills." Id.
480. Id
48 1. See id
482. See Home Composting Overview, WIsCONsIN DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES,
http://www.dnr.wi.gov/org/aw/wm/recycle/homecompost.htm (last visited Oct. 14,
2011).
483. See Compost Rules and Regulations, WIsCONsIN DEPT. OF NATURAL
RESOURCES, http://www.dnr.wi.gov/org/aw/wm/recycle/issues/compostrules.htm (last
visited Oct. 14, 2011).
484. Id
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services may also perform outreach activities.485 Cities and nonprofit
organizations may provide brochureS486 and memos that outline guidelines
for urban agriculture activities. Where available, this information can
generally be accessed on the city's or nonprofit organization's website.
The City of Seattle's website contains a wide range of information on
urban agriculture activities within Seattle. The website features an urban
agriculture page which contains a calendar of local urban agriculture
events, primarily farmer's markets; information on urban agriculture
community organizations, urban agriculture, and the City's Local Food
Action Initiative; and links to information on Seattle's P-Patch Program
487and Market Gardening Program, street use permits for gardening in
planting strips, and raising chickens in Seattle.4 88
In addition to these resources, the City of Seattle's Department of
Planning and Development has prepared several Client Assistance Memos
on the topic. The Urban Agriculture Client Assistance Memo provides a
summary of each of the City's allowed urban agriculture activities and
details restrictions and permit requirements for such activities as well as the
Memo provides information on business and health licensing requirements,
gardening in a planting strip, soil testing, rainwater harvesting, and P-Patch
community gardens. 489 The City has also prepared additional Client
Assistance Memos specifically addressing gardening in planting stripS 490
485. The University of California Cooperative Extension's Common Ground Garden
Program offers services, including education, garden information, gardening tips, and
volunteer hours to low-income Los Angeles County residents to assist them in
gardening and growing their own food. See Gardening with the Common Ground
Garden Program, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION: Los
ANGELES CNTY., http://celosangeles.ucdavis.edu/CommonGround Garden Program/
(last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
486. For example, the City of Milwaukee Department of Neighborhood Services has
prepared a brochure on beekeeping within the City. See CITY OF MILWAUKEE: DEP'T
OF NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES, BEEKEEPING IN THE CITY OF MILWAUKEE, available at
http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/User/tweile/pdf/broc/DNS-
309BeeBrochureV1B WB.pdf
487. "Seattle P-Patch Market Gardens' mission is to help establish safe, healthy
communities and economic opportunity through development of CSA enterprises in
low-income neighborhoods." Seattle Market Gardens, SEATTLE.Gov: DEPT: OF
NEIGHBORHOODS, http://seattlemarketgardens.org/ (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
488. See Food, supra note 3.
489. See Client Assitance Memo 244, supra note 244.
490. See Client Assistance Memo 2305: Gardening in Planting Strips, SEATTLE
DEP'T OF TRANSPORTATION, (2010), available at http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/
cams/cam2305.pdf. In Seattle, the growing of food in planting strips is allowed,
provided setback and height guidelines are met; some types of fruit trees are prohibited
in planting strips. Id. A free Street Use permit is required for the planting of trees or
the installation of raised planting boxes, pavers, and other hardscape elements. Id.
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and rainwater harvesting.49' The Seattle Public Utilities Department
provides information about backyard composting and using compost on its
website; in addition, the Department has links to web pages on composting
and guides to building or using specific types of compost bins.492 The
Department has prepared several fact sheets and brochures on backyard
composting, which are also available on its website. 4 93
The City of Seattle is also home to a large number of community and
nonprofit organizations involved in promoting urban agriculture throughout
the City.49 4 For example, Lettuce Link495 is a community-based Seattle
program that "distribute[s] seeds, plant starts and gardening information to
low-income gardeners all over the city" and also provides elementary
school children with information about healthy food and sustainable food
production. 4 96  Seattle Tilth, a "nationally recognized non-profit
educational organization dedicated to inspiring and educating people to
garden organically and conserve natural resources," offers gardening and
master composting programs, summer camps and garden tours for children,
maintains a garden hotline to provide garden and resource questions, and
hosts events related to urban agriculture.4 97
In the City of Denver, Denver Urban Gardens (DUG) 49 8 performs the
majority of outreach activities. DUG, an independent 501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization, is "funded through a variety of sources, including individual
contributions, grants from government agencies as well as private and
corporate foundations."499 In addition to its work building and supporting
49 1. See Client Assistance Memo 701: Rainwater Harvesting for Beneficial Use,
SEATTLE DEP'T OF PLANNING & DEv. (2009), available at http://www.seattle.gov/DPD/
Publications/CAM/CAM520.pdf.
492. See Brochures & Fact Sheets, SEATTLE.GOV: PUBLIC UTILITIES,
http://www.seattle.gov/util/Services/Yard/Composting/Brochures_&_FactSheets/inde
x.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
493. See id.
494. A list of Seattle area community and nonprofit organizations is available at
URBAN FARM HUB, http://www.urbanfarmhub.org/organizations/ (last visited Feb. 23,
2012).
495. Lettuce Link is one of nearly thirty programs administered by Solid Ground, a
Seattle organization "that works to end poverty and undo racisim and other oppressions
that are root causes of poverty." About Us, SOLID GROUND, http://www.solid-
ground.org/AboutUs/Pages/default.aspx (last visited Oct. 19, 2011).
496. Lettuce Link, SOLID GROUND, http://www.solid-ground.org/Programs/Nutrition/
Lettuce/Pages/default.aspx. (last visited Oct. 19, 2011).
497. SEATTLE TILTH, http://seattletilth.org/ (last visited Oct. 19, 2011).
498. See DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/ (last visited Oct. 14, 2011).
499. Frequently Asked Questions: How are you funded?, supra note 71. Denver
Urban Gardens "currently receive[s] funding through a competitive grant program
offered by the Denver Office of Economic Development for [its] community garden
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community gardens throughout Denver,500 DUG provides education and
resources to Denver residents. Education opportunities include school
garden education and mentoring programs, free public composting classes,
garden education through community gardens, training workshops, master
501
community gardener training programs, and master composter programs.
Resources provided by DUG include extensive garden resource sheets and
links for information on organic gardening tips, organic weed and pest
control, crop rotation and planting, soil quality and fertility, cool season
crops, extending the growing season, winter gardening activities, water
conservation, harvesting, preserving foods, saving seeds, composting,
community farm and composting workshops, the Free Seeds and
Transplant Program (which "provides free vegetable seeds and transplants
to residents in underserved neighborhoods",)50 2 and information on
beekeeping information. 50 3  DUG also hosts events throughout the
gardening season, such as film screenings, garden tours, a booth at the
Denver County Fair, Art Farm (an evening of art and music), and a field-to-
table brunch event.504
V. CONCLUSION
As illustrated throughout this article, cities across the United States
are actively promoting urban agriculture. Zoning and land use codes that
permit urban agriculture activities, funding for community gardens,
education and outreach activities, and partnerships with nonprofit
organizations and community groups are all essential to establishing and
maintaining urban agriculture within a city. In addition to the cities
discussed throughout this article, many other U.S. cities are establishing
policies that promote urban agriculture, including San Francisco, 505 New
operations in the City and County of Denver, and frequently partner[s] with city and
county agencies across the metro area in garden lease agreements, program
development, and neighborhood improvement." Frequently Asked Questions: What is
your relationship with city government?, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/
faq/about-denver-urban-gardens/what-is-your-relationship-with-city-government.html.
500. See supra notes 70-81 and accompanying text.
501. See Education, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/education/.
502. Free Seed Transplants, DENVER URBAN GARDENS, http://dug.org/free-seeds-
transplants/.
503. For a complete list of DUG's resources, visit Community Resources, supra note
80.
504. See Events and Workshops Calendar, supra note 81.
505. See Mayor Lee Signs Urban Agriculture Legislation for Greater Local Food
Production in SF, CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO: MAYOR'S OFFICE (Apr. 20,
2011), http://www.sfmayor.org/index.aspx?page=353.
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York,506 and Pittsburgh, 50 7 to name a few. While this article was being
drafted, several ordinances and initiatives discussed above were passed or
proposed. As the interest in local food production appears to be rapidly
increasing, it is foreseeable that urban agriculture policies and creative
partnerships will continue to evolve to meet the demand of urban residents
wishing to produce local food.
506. See Derek Denckla, 2010 NYC Urban Agriculture Roundup, THE GREENEST
(Jan. 3, 2011), http://thegreenest.net/2011/01/2010-nyc-urban-agriculture-roundup/.
507. See Joe Smydo, City Establishes Rules for Urban Farms, PITTSBURGH POST-
GAZETTE (Feb. 8, 2011), http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/1 1039/1123852-53.stm.
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